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0. INTRODUCTION 
For each natural number n, let 
,un = {z E c 1 zn = l}, (0.1) 
in = exp 27ti/n, (0.2) 
u, = Gal QCUJIQ~ (0.3) 
where U, is identified with (Z/nZ) ‘. I denote by a(l) the automorphism of 
Q(,L,) which maps [, to [k ((I, n) = l), and I write automorphisms on the 
right, so that 
i, o 44 = ij,. 
Suppose F is a finite group and GI E Aut(F). Then a induces an action on 
the set of conjugacy classes of F, also denoted by w, where, if C is a 
conjugacy class, 
Coa={xoaIxEC}. 
If FE U,,,) then linduces an action on the set of conjugacy classes of F, 
also denoted by [ where 
c 0 T= (x’ 1 x E c, 1 E r,. 
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For each ordered set (C,,..., C,) of conjugacy classes of F, let 
A = A (C, )...) C,) = A,(C, )...) C,) 
= {(x, ,..*, XJXiECi,X, “‘Xj+= 1). (0.4) 
Denote by G?!,(F) the set of all non-empty sets of the form A,(C, ,..., C,), 
as C, ,..., C, range over the conjugacy classes of F, and let G!(F) be the union 
of the sets G!!,(F), k = 1, 2 ,.... Then Am(F) and U,,, act on G”(F). 
A 0 a = {(x1 0 a,..., xk 0 a) 1 xi E Cj, x, ... xk = 1) 
= {(Y, ,***, Y,)IYiECiO a,y, “.Y,= 115 
whereas for rE U,,, , we merely have 
A o LzfA(CI o r,..., C, 0 r>. (O-5) 
- - 
It can be verified that (A o 1) 1, = A o no, A o i = A, so (0.5) defines an 
action of U,,, on @f(F). 
DEFINITION 0.1.’ A = A,(C, ,..., C,) is rigid if and only if 
1. A#@. 
2. F permutes A transitively by conjugation. 
3. For each (x ,,..,, x,J E A, F= (x ,,..., xk). 
The applications of the function-theoretic results of this paper concern a 
finite group F such that 
1. F is a non Abelian simple group. 
(HI 2. For some integer k < 6, and conjugacy classes 
C , ,..., C, of F, A,(C, ,..., C,) is rigid. 
A finite group F satisfying (H) is said to be rigid, and if we wish to make 
explicit the relevant conjugacy classes, we say that F is rigid with respect to 
cc 1 Y.--Y C,). I have little idea just how restrictive this condition is, and for the 
applications I have in mind, k = 3. The demand that k < 6 is perhaps 
unnatural, but is forced on me by the function-theory and the discrete groups 
I have at my disposal, as will become clear. In any case, in order to state my 
’ Similar definitions to the definition of rigidity appear in the following papers: M. Fried, 
Fields of definition of function fields and Hurwitz families-Groups as galois groups, Comm. 
Alg. 5 (1977), 17-82; B. Matzat, “Zur Konstruktion van Zahl- und FunktionenkGrpern mit 
Vorgegebener Galoisgruppe,” Karlsruhe, 1980; G. Belyi, On Galois extensions of a maximal 
cyclotomic field, Math. USSR Izu. 14 (1980), 247-256. 
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results, it is necessary first to derive several consequences of (H), so for the 
next few paragraphs, I assume that (H) holds for F and (C, ,..., C,). 
Pick x, E C,, and let 
4, = 0(x,), D = l.c.m.(d, ,..., dk}. 
Set 
u= u,. 
The first thing to pin down is 
A o ris rigid for all FE U. 
To see this, I invoke character theory, which says that 
W-3) 
card A(C, ,..., C,) = 
IFlk-1 cx(X+ .” .x(Xx) 
cF(xI) ’ ‘** * cF(xk) X(l)k-* ’ 
(0.7) 
where xi E Ci, cF(xi) is the order of the centralizer of xi in F, and the 
summation is extended over all the irreducible characters x of F. Since A is 
rigid and F is a group whose centre is 1 (F being non Abelian and simple), 
we have 
card A(C, ,..., C,) = IFI. 
If I is prime to D, then x(x,) o a(l) =X(X:), for all x and all i, so if we apply 
a(!) to (0.7), we learn that 
cardA o t= IFI, for all rE U. 
Thus, in order to show that A 0 r is rigid, it suffices to show that if 
(y, ,..., yk) E A o t then F = (vi ,..., yk). Let F, = (v, ,..., yk). Choose 1’ with 
II’ E 1 (mod 0). Let Ci,O be the conjugacy class of F, which contains yi. By 
the character-theoretic formula already used, and applying it this time to F,, 
we have 
card AF,(CI,O,..., C,,,) = card A.o(C,,, 0 f’,..., C,,, 0 I’). 
In particular, card A,o(C,,, o p ,..., C,,, o 1;) # 0, and since A,(I(C,,, 0 f’,..., 
c,,, 0 II) E A,(C, ,..., C,), we get F = I;,, and so we get (0.6). 
Let 
.Y = {A 0 tl fE U}, (0.8) 
and 
v= vF,y= {IE U 1 S 0 r= S for all S E 9). (0.9) 
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Since U is Abelian, I’= {TE U 1 A 0 T= A }, and so 
Card 9 = ~ U : VI. 
V is a subgroup of U, and is characterized as those iin U such that xf and xi 
are conjugate in F for all i = l,..., k. 
There is a second, possibly larger, subgroup of U associated to this 
situation, namely, 
w= wF,,y= {iEUISJ=Sooforsome 
a = a(S, r> E Aut(F), and all S E .V}. (0. IO) 
Examples abound in which V c W. 
The automorphisms a of F which are candidates to appear in (0.10) give 
rise to yet another group, denoted by -pP, where 
.J$’ = &‘(,Y) = (CX E Aut(F) ( for some iE U, A o a = A o i}. (0.11) 
Note that ~2 is characterized as the set of those automorphisms a of F such 
that .Y~a=~v, since if Aoa=Ao[ then Soa=Soifor all SECY. 
Clearly, ~2 2 Inn(F), the group of inner automorphisms of F. If we consider 
the subset X of W x .RZ defined by 
(I,a)~~o~ o i=A ok, 
we get that ([ a) E X * iV x a Inn(F) G X, and I argue that this relation on 
W/V x &/Inn(F) is an isomorphism of groups. I emphasize that we are in a 
very unusual situation here, since one does not run across rigidity so 
frequently. So perhaps at the risk of redundancy, I should prove just why it 
is that if a E .F9 and S E .Y satisfy S o a = S, then a is inner. We have 
s = A(C; )...) c;>, where Cl = Ci o i for some TE U. Pick (JJ, ,..., yk) E S. 
Then there are elements f, ,...& in F such that yi o a =f,: ‘yifi, since 
S o a = S. Since a is an automorphism of F, we have (f; ‘y,f, ,..., 
f; ‘y&J E S. But S is rigid, so there is f in F such that f,: ‘yifi = f 'yi f for 
all i. Since (y, ,..., yk) = F, we get a = if, the inner automorphism of F deter- 
mined by f: As we see, rigidity converts an a priori very weak notion of 
“locally inner” to a global inner automorphism, and this fact has important 
function-theoretic consequences. In particular, at this stage, we get our 
isomorphism 
W/V z .&/Inn(F). (0.12) 
Out of this intertwining of .c4 and W will emerge a group, which I call 
F* = F*(F,A), determined by a rigid A =AF(C,,..., C,). As far as I can tell, 
it is not possible to construct this group F* explicitly. It is built up 
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heuristically from two pieces, a bottom, which is the direct product of 
1 U : WI copies of F, and a top, which is U/V. I proceed to describe F* as 
best I can, leaving it to the statement of the main result of this paper to 
formalize what I have in mind, and to the function-theory to show that an 
F* really exists, and has splendid properties. 
Let 
B = f’c;/w 
be the set of all maps from U/W to F. If b,, b, E B, then by definition, 
(b, . b*)(r) = b,(r) . b,(r), rE U/W. This is the “base” group, and if 
tE U/W, set 
B, = (b E B 1 b({‘) = 1, for all 5’ # <}. 
Then B, E F, and B is the direct product of the B, for r E U/W, whence, as 
abstract group, B is the direct product of t copies of F, where t = 1 U : WI = 
card .Y’/) W : VJ . 
I shall use an explicit isomorphism from B, to F, the obvious one, 
jr:BI-rF, b “j, = b(r). (0.13) 
Since b(<‘) = 1 for all r’ # c, r’ E U/W, an element b of B, is uniquely 
specified by its value at <. 
I need to bring all this into relation with subfields of Q@,,), so let 
v= v,,, 3 where V is given by (0.9). Let 
K = fixed field of Van Qe,). 
Thus, Gal K/Q = U/V. It is now possible to state the main result of this 
paper. 
THEOREM. Assume (H) for F and (C, ,..., C,). Define the integer D and 
subgroups V, W of U = U,, and the group B, as above. Let K, = K be the 
fixed field of V on Q(u,). Let 
be the exact sequence of groups given by the inclusion map of V in U, where 
res(T> = a(Z)/, . 
There is an exact sequence of groups 
l+BiF*-IU/V-+ 1 
such that if 
P= ((/3,r>IPEF*,iE U,Pon=res(ij), 
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then the following hold: 
(i) The centralizer of B o I in F* is 1. 
(ii) p-‘B{ o z/I = Btt otfor(B,T>EP,<EV/W. 
(iii) Zf iE W and @, r> E P, then for each <E V/W, there is an 
automorphism y = y(<, B) of B, such that B-‘boz /?=(boy)oz for all 
bEB,. 
(iv) Let L&t = {y(c, p) 1 (/?, I> E P, i(5 W}. Then j; ‘dljl = <&, where 
.cP is defined in (0.11) and j, is given in (0.13). 
(v) There is a Galois extension E of Q, such that 
ye : F” r Gal E/Q, 
and such that under this isomorphism, the fixed field of B 0 I,U is K. In 
addition, there is a commutative diagram: 




V/V = Gal K/Q. 
(vi) There is a Galois extension L of K such that Gal L/K z F. 
Initially, this result seemed astonishing to me, but one becomes 
accustomed to it, and we shall see it unfold in a fashion which by now seems 
natural to me. It was tempting to write this paper by retaining only the 
conclusion Gal L/Kg F, but Z believe it is better, perhaps even imperative, 
to keep the entire picture. 
To unravel some consequences of this theorem, we must get our hands on 
some occurrences of (H). Then we can perhaps identify B, I’, W, and see 
what happens. 
Case 1. F = F, = the Fischer-Griess group. Let C, = the class of 
Fischer involutions. For x1 in this class, C,,(x,)/(x,) z F,, the baby 
monster. Let C, = the class of elements of order 3 which are of Suzuki type. 
If x2 is in this class, then C,,(x,)/solv. gp. g Sz, a sporadic simple group. Let 
C, = any class of elements of order 71 (there are two of them), and let C, = 
all elements of order 29, a single class in F,. Then A(C,, C,, C,) and 
A(C,, C,, C,) are rigid. Call these two cases, (2,3, 71) and (2, 3, 29), respec- 
tively. 
Case l(a) (2,3, 71). Here D=2.3.71, Uz I’= W= {i is a square 
modulo 71}. So K = Q(q), F* g F1zCz, and F, is of the shape 
Gal L(71)/Q(m) for a suitable field L(71). 
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Case l(b) (2, 3, 29). Here D = 2;3.29, U = V= W, K = Q, and 
F, E Gal L(29)/Q, for a suitable field L(29). 
Case 2. F =PSL,(2”), n > 2. Let x,, x2, x3 have orders 2, 2” - 1, 
2” + 1, respectively. Let Ci be the conjugacy class containing xi. Then 
A(C,, C,, C,) is rigid. Set D = 2(22” - 1). Here K = K, = K, c Q(u2?,,- ,). 
More precisely, K, is the compositum of the real subfield of Q(,u~~-,) and 
the real subfield of Q(,u~“+ r). The image of W in U,,_, x U,,, , consists of 
the elements (.s2j, ~‘2~), where E, e’ = 1 or -1, and so W/V is identified with 
Gal F,,,/F, . 
It is surely possible to obtain rigidity for many simple groups, but these 
are the only examples given in this paper. Putting these assertions together 
(proofs will come later), we get 
COROLLARY. (i) F, E Gal L(7 1)/Q(p) r Gal L(29)/Q, where F, is 
the Fischer-Griess group, and L(71), L(29) are suitable fields. If L is the 
smallest Galois extension of Q which contains L(71), then Gal L/Q 2 F, IC, 
(wreath product). 
(ii) Zf n > 2, then L,(2”) E Gal L./K,, where 
K, = Q<L, + G’, , izm+, + L: J, 
and L, is a suitable field. 
1. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS AND LEMMAS 
My notation may be considered idiosyncratic both to group theorists and 
to algebraic geometers, but will not, I hope, be an obstacle to understanding 
the flow of the argument. I omit proofs of elementary function-theoretic 
results, but try to provide references and keep a record of what I use. 
I had difficulty in sorting out questions about local variables, so this first 
section provides some material for the novice, and further discussion will 
appear in later sections. What follows is a part of my self-education, and 
may be helpful to group theorists. 
Let 
C[ [t]] = ) f tit 1 ci E c I E C((t) = ) 2 qt' j cj E c( ) 
I 1-O r-h 
C(t)= jf= 2 tit’ E C((t)) 1 for some positive 
i=h 
(1.1) 
A = A(f), and some natural number 
N=N(f),/ciI <A’foralli>NI 
\’ (1.2) 
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so C(t) n CL [fl I = Cd t is the ring of formal power series in t which > 
converge in some neighbourhood of 0; 0 < 1 tI < l/A(f) is a punctured 
neighbourhood of 0 in whichf(E C(t)) converges [2]. Both C((t)) and C(f) 
are fields, the fields of fractions of C( [t]], C,(t), respectively. 
Iffe C((t)) and f # 0, let 
v,(f) = smallest i such that Ci # 0. 
A local variable is an f in C((t)) with v,(f) = 1. If 
f = x Citi, g=Z]:d,t’ (1.3) 
are elements of C((t)) and vt( g) > 1, then 
f o g zrC ci g’ E C((f))* 
Moreover, it is straightforward to check that 
f, g E w  and Vf(k?>  1 afog E w. (1.4) 
As a special case, iff, g E C(t) and g is a local variable, then f o g E C(t). If 
CECX, then g = ct is a local variable, and in this case, I set f o g = f,, or, 
more formally, f o g =f 0 h(c), defining thereby an automorphism h(c) of 
C((t)). If n is a natural number, and g = t”, I denote f o g by f ("), or, on 
occasion, by f o E,, defining thereby an endomorphism of C((t)) whose 
kernel is 0. Explicitly, then, if f is given by (1.3), then 
f, = f 0 h(c) = 1 ci ’ citi, f cn’ =f o E, = 1 citni. 
Suppose f is a local variable, and f E C(t). Then in C((t)), we have 
t = C dif i, and it is a handy fact that 1 diJ < B’ for some positive B, that is 
1213 
tEC(u)ouEC(t) (if v,(u) = 1). (1.5) 
Let .‘Y be the group of all automorphisms of C. If p E Y, then p acts on 
C((t)) via 
f = s tit F+f 0 p = 1 (Ci 0 p) t’, (1.6) 
and such a map does not necessarily preserve C(t). However, we check that 
(f o p) o p’ =f o pp’, f o 1 =f, so we have an action of ,y on C((t)). For 
reasons of convenience later in this paper, I choose to let 59’ act on both C 
and C((t)) on the right. I wish to make use of Y’, so I need to check that 
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those elements of C(t) which appear in this paper behave properly under 27. 
I shall also make use of the trivial but very important relation 
p-‘h(c)p=h(cq7) (CE C”,pE.Y). (1.7) 
If f is not constant, and fE C((t)), set 
Pu(f> = {c E c”J-=f,l~ 
Then 
P(f) = Pn 
which I denote by n(f). So 
for some natural number n, 
n(f) is the largest integer n such thatfE C((t”)). (1.8) 
Alas, more notation. The open disc at z with radius u is 
D,(z)= ICE cl I[-zl <aI (I E c, a > 0). 
The punctured disc is b,(z), in which the centre of the disc is removed. 
I shall use (1.5) later on to make “good” choices of local variables. As I 
see it, and I am only about a century late, the reason this replacement oft by 
u comes into the picture is that for z0 E C, the natural local variable is 
z - z,,, which is used in power series expansions of functions which are 
analytic in a neighbourhood of z,,, whereas if a, p are algebraic functions 
related by F(a, ,8) = 0, the data provided by the polynomial practically force 
the local variable t to satisfy t” = /3 - c for some natural number n dictated 
to us by the polynomial. In no other way (that I have yet learned) can we 
capture uniformly the way a depends on p. A further point can be made. 
Since C,(t) is an integral domain and since functions f, g which are analytic 
in a neighbourhood of 0 have power series expansions which represent them, 
it follows that 
Iff, g are analytic in D,(O) andf(z) . g(z) = 0 in this domain, 
then either f = 0 or g = 0 in this disc, (1.9) 
It is this fact which enables us to stitch coverings together. 
The main object of study here is a polynomial 
F( Y, Z) = F,(Z) YN + F,(Z) rN- l + ‘. . + FN(Z), (1.10) 
which is irreducible in C[ Y, Z] and of positive degrees N in Y and n in Z. 
Set 
Fi(Z) = CL0 + ci, z + *** cinzn. (1.11) 
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My object is, given the finite group F with its generating elements whose 
product is 1, to construct from a judiciously chosen discrete subgroup A of 
PSL(2, R) a pair of generating functions for the function field of the 
Riemann surface associated to A in such a way that the polynomial (1.10) 
relating these two functions has very restrained properties, so tight in fact 
that applying any automorphism p of C to the coefficients cii of F(Y, Z) 
leads to another pair of functions on the very same Riemann surface. In 
other words, my game is to force z’ to act on the function field of the 
Riemann surface associated to A. This is in fact a well known procedure. 
The problem is that in this fashion, we can construct normal subgroups A, of 
a discrete group r, one for each automorphism p of C in such a way that 
T/A, is isomorphic to a fixed group, the Galois group of a splitting field of 
F(Y, Z) over C(Z). This group, to within isomorphism, depends only on 
F( Y, Z) and not on p, a fact of elementary Galois theory 11, Theorem 10 1. 
But what is needed is an equality A = A,. Isomorphism of r/A and T/A, is 
too weak. As I shall prove, the trick is Lemma 3.3. Furthermore, the big 
group r will be chosen so that r\$j * has genus 0, so that one member of my 
pair of generating functions for K, will be a suitably chosen generator for 
K,. As for r itself, it is chosen very carefully indeed, since the problems are 
not over even when we manage to force .% to act on K,. 
Returning to (1.10) and (1. 1 1 ), I wish to derive a property of the Puiseux 
series associated to F at the point Z = 0. (It is a feature of English that the 
word “series” is the same in both singular and plural. In this case, I mean 
“Reihen.“) I assume that F,(O) # 0. Then, setting ai = F,(O), we get 
F( Y, 0) = a, Y’ + . . . + u,~ = a, !,I,, (Y- 4n(n). 
If n(a) < 1 for all a, it is easy to show that there are distinct elements 
f, ,...,f, E C,(t) such that 
F((fi, t> = 0 in C((t)>, i = I,..., N. 
The case n(0) > 1 is much trickier, but has long been subdued. Pick a 
small positive number a such that if z E d,(O), then F(Y, z) has N distinct 
roots. For each z0 in d,(O), there are elements f,*,...&* E C,(t), such that 
{f?(%.,f~(O)} is th e set of roots of F( Y, zJ = 0, and such that 
F(fi*,zo + t>== 0 in C((t)>, i = l,..., N. 
Let a(~,) be a positive number such that a(zO) < 1~~1, and in addition, such 
that a(zJ is smaller than the radius of convergence of each fi*, i = l,..., N. If 
z E Daczo,(zo), define 
J;:(z) =fi”(z - zo>* 
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Then fi is analytic in Da(zO,(~o), and F(f,(z), z) = 0 for z E DacZ,,(zo). 
Moreover, if i #j, then A(z) -h(z) is never 0 for z E Dacz,,(zO). Obviously, 
the functionsf, ,...,f, depend on z,,, and we may writeA =j&,. 
We cover the punctured disc d,(O) with discs Da(rOj(~O)r as described in 
the preceding paragraph. Fix z,, and continue analytically the ordered N- 
tale (f,,,,~...dN,,,> around the circle centered at 0 and passing through zO. 
This produces for us a permutation 7~ of {l,..., N}, with the property that in 
following fi,,, around the circle once in a positive sense, we return tofn(ij,in. 
So 71 has cycles of lengths rl ,..., rk, where r, + ... + rk = N. As we traverse 
the circle /zI = lzOl once in a positive sense, we get, with a suitable renum- 
bering of the~.ZoJi.Lo+f2,L0 + ... ~&.lo+fi.zo~ 
Consider now two new things: first, the circle 1 WI = / z0 1 “r, where r = r, , 
and second, a brand new polynomial F(Y, Z) = F(Y, Zr). Fix a w0 with 
wh = z,,, and build J ,...,& E C,(t) such that {pi,...,&) is the set of 
roots of F( Y, w,,) = 0, and such that g(x, w0 + t) = 0 in C((t)). Define 
g(w) =x(w - w,), obtaining functions analytic in Db(WOj(wO) such that 
F( gi(w), w) = 0 for w E Db(u,,j(wO). Since wk = zO, the sets 
vi(zoLfvwl~ 1 gl(wo)Y~~~ ‘h4%)1 
coincide and are of cardinal N, and we may assume that 
fiCzO) = giCwO>, i = l,..., r. 
At this point, we are only interested in the cycle of rc which contains 
f, =f,,z,~ so we neglect to keep track of the remaining h for i > r. 
At wO, we have g,(w,,) =fi(z,). Since 
F( gi( w), w, = O, w (5 4~Woh%)’ 
q(z), z) = 0, z E %&>? 
and since F(g,(w), w) = F(g,(w), w”) = 0, it follows that if b(w,) is small 
enough, then 
giCw> zJ;:(w’>, i=l r, ,..., w E 4Wo~(%)’ 
Now we start at w0 and traverse the circle 1 w I = 1 z0 I 1’r, from w,, to w0 <,., and 
we learn that each gi has a uniquely determined analytic continuation to a 
function, which I still denote by gi, such that 
giCwOL-) =fi+ L(zO)l i (mod r), 
since as we go from w0 to w,,&., w” goes once around the circle Iz I = 1~~1, 
from z0 back to zO. Repeating this process by going from wOrr to w,,if, etc., 
we see that 
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coincide and have cardinal r. Furthermore, in traversing the circle / w) = ) wO) 
once in the positive sense from w0 to wO, g, returns to g, . Similarly for 
g, >***> g,. The theorem on removable singularities [2] applies, and produces 
for us r elements of C,(t), say ho,..., h,-, such that 
F(h,, t’) = 0 in C(W), 
and such that for some wO, the two sequences 
coincide. This implies that 
(Wh), r> = 1 (see (Wh 
and that 
(ho),): = h,, O<k<r-1, 
renumbering the h’s if necessary. This sketch, details of which can be found 
in [6] and elsewhere, suggests the following old-fashioned approach, which is 
my method. Sheaf theory can wait. 
DEFINITION. Let F(Y, Z) be given by (1.10) and (1.11). A Puiseux 
element for F at a is a triple (a, r,f), where 
a E C, r E N, f E C(W>Y 
and 
(9 F&> f 0, 
(ii) F(f, a + t’) = 0 in C((t)), 
(iii) n(f) and r are relatively prime. 
It is of great importance that we use C((t)) (or, at the very least, C[ [t] ]), 
and not C,(t), in the definition of a Puiseux element, for otherwise, our 
automorphisms of C would be dead on the spot. However, the great thing is 
the following 
LEMMA 1.1. Let F(Y,Z) be given by (1.10) and (1.11). 1f a E C and 
F,,(u) # 0, then there are precisely N Puiseux elements for F at a. If they are 
(a, rl ,f,),..., (a, I,,&,), then fi E C,(t), for i = l,..., N. 
I have no reference for the result, and have obviously been reading the 
wrong stuff. Siegel gives a hint [6, p. 1371. In any case, the proof is not 
difficult, so even though the result is vital, I merely sketch a proof. Without 
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difficulty, we can find N Puiseux elements for F at a, say (a, rU,fu), such that 
f, E C,(t), and it is obvious that {fi,...JN} has cardinal N, since if i#j, then 
fi and fj disagree at every point of D,(O) for a suitably small positive a. 
Suppose there were an (N + 1)st culprit (a, r,f). Let 
R = l.c.m.{r, ,..., r,, r), 
R =r,d,=rd. 
We then set 7” =f ido’, T=f (d’, and set F”(Y, 2) =E;(Y, a + Z”). By 
construction, we have F(x, t) = F(x, a + tR) = F(f~“~~‘, a + (Cam,) = 
F(f,, a + t’u) o Ed, = 0, and it is fairly obvious that (rv, n(f,)) = 1 forces 
{x,...,&} to have cardinal N. Since F(x a + tR) = 0, and since F(Y, a + tR) 
has N distinct roots in C((t)) which already happen to lie in C,(t), and since 
C((t)) is a field, we get f (d) =f Idu’ for some v. This puts f in C,(t), after all, 
and forcing f =f,, r = rU, is arithmetic. 
From the preceding discussion, it should be clear that the integers r,, of 
Lemma 1.1 have a topological meaning, and I aim to exploit this fact. 
If FE C[Y,Z], let 
.?(a, F) = the set of Puiseux elements for F at a. (1.12) 
2. PRELIMINARIES ABOUT DISCRETE GROUPS AND 
MORE FUNCTION THEORY 
Again, I need to recapitulate the notation and terminology, some of which 
has been used in the preceding section without explanation. 
If G is a group and S is a set on which G acts, G\S denotes the set of 
orbits of G on S. The group PSL,(C) acts on the Riemann sphere 
CU{co}=C* via 
uz + b 
65 z) ++ Y(Z) = ~ cz+d’ 
The symbol . indicates the image in P,!&(C) of an element of SL(2, C) and 
will often be omitted. 
As is well known, PSL,(R) has 3 orbits on C*, which are 
RU{aJl, 8={x+iyIx,yER,y>O), 5. 
If S is a set, then PSL,(R) acts on the set of all functions from C* to S 
via 
CL Y> + u-0 Y)(Z) ,f(r(z>>. (2.2) 
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From (2.1), (2.2), we deduce the usual (but important) rules: 
(4(7> = d/3(7>>, (fo a> o P =f I2 (47 
a, P E P=,(R), 7E c*, f E S”‘. 
We check that 
(2.3) 
if c E C*, a, /3 E P,%.,(R) and a(c) = c, then 
W’@)t/-‘Cc)) = P-‘(c); 
iffE SC* andf o a=f, then (fo/?)P-‘a/?=f op. (2.4) 
The rules (2.3) are too valuable to be altered, but they imply that fixed point 
sets and conjugation are related as in (2.4). 
If r acts on 8 discontinuously (for r G RX,(R)) and if in addition r has 
a fundamental domain whose hyperbolic area is finite, this area is denoted 
by v(T), and r is said to be a Fuchsian group of the first kind. 
If c E $j U R U ( 00 ), let 
r,= wmw=c~, 
and let 
Uni = {y’ E PSL,(R) 1 y is unipotent}. 
In order to compactify the orbit space r”\sj, we adjoin to $j the set 
Cp,=Cp;f(cERu (co},r,nUni# {l)}. (2.5) 
The numbers of orbits of r on Cp is finite, is called the cusp number, and is 
denoted by m(r). An orbit of r on Cp is called a cusp, and sometimes by 
abuse of language, an element of Cp is called a cusp. We set 
sj*=sjucp. 
The topology on $* which is relevant here is given by a basis of open 
sets: at co we take 
N,=(a,}U{rE(51Im(r)>a}, 
and I?, is the “punctured” neighbourhood. For x E Cp f7 R, 
N,,, = {x} U interior of a circle of radius r 
whose centre is at x + ir, 
and tiX,r is the “punctured” neighbourhood. For 7 E 9, the usual 
neighbourhoods suffice: D,(t) with a < Im(r). 
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Given this topology on sj*, fl4j* is endowed with the quotient topology. 
It is a fact of life that r\sj* is compact, which looks preposterous at first 
glance. 
For c E Cp, r, is an infinite cyclic group of unipotent elements, and so Cp 
depends only on the commensurability class of r. Moreover, I-, has two 
generators UC, u; ‘, and these generators are not conjugate in P%,(R). In 
the Fuchsian groups of the first kind considered in this paper, co E Cp, and 
so Tco has a unique generator u,(A) = (A f ), with A > 0. I choose notation 
so that U, and ~~(1) are conjugate in PSL,(R). The element u,(l) is so 
important that I call it 
(2.6) 
Then El is a union of finitely many orbits of r, and for c E El, r, is a finite 
cyclic group of order e(c). By convention, and because it is reasonable, we 
put e(c) = 1, if c E 8, c E El. 
The orbit of c E sj* under r is denoted by T(c), and for c E $2, we set 
e(r(c)) = e(c). 
Letting g(T) denote the genus of fl$j * [ 6 ] and setting 
0(r)= 2(g(r) - 1) + m(r) + 
we have the wonderful fact that 
(2.7) 
2;rra(r) = 2q). (2.8) 
Much easier is 
~(A)=lr:d/~(z-) if Asr and /r:A/< co. (2.9) 
The field of meromorphic functions on r”\$j * is denoted by K, or by K,, 
and C is identified with the constant functions. I aim to avoid using the 
Riemann-Roth theorem, not because of aversion, but because in this paper, 
cruder arguments suffice. Each element of Kx has only finitely many zeroes, 
so has only finitely many poles, and the only elements of K which have no 
zeroes are the non-zero constant functions, that is, Cx [5j. 
3. THE GROUPS A 
I must deal with infinitely many such, but they will all be normal 
subgroups (and very restricted ones, too) of a group r such that the 
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conditions (C) which follow, all hold. It is a tight squeeze, but such a r 
exists. 
(Ci) r is a Fuchsian group of the first kind. 
(Cii) r is torsion free. 
(Ciii) g(T) = 0. 
(Civ) m(r) > 6, and rrn # 1. 
(Cv) A local variable at infinity is q = exp 2x1’5. 
(Cvi) If T is the unique generator for K whose pole is at co, and 
which in addition has no constant term, such that 
T=q-’ + 2 cj(T)q’, 
j=l 
then 
Cj(T) E Q for all j. 
(Cvii) If m = m(r), and Cp = T(m)uI’(c;) U ..a UT(c:,-,), then 
T(c() E Q for i = l,..., m - 1. 
These conditions enable us to play a nice game. Define 
Ramr=Ram= (T(cf)I 1 <i<m- 1). (3.1) 
Thus, Ram is a subset of Q of cardinal m - 1 > 5. 
LEMMA 3.1. r,( 12) satisfies (C). For this r we have 
(i) m = 6, 
(ii) T = ri ryi/q: viz, where 
7ld(7) = @7), 
and 
r(7) = enir/l2 
fi, (1 - 4”)Y 
(iii) RamrO(,,, = (0, 1, -1, 3, -3}. 
For a proof of this lemma, I refer the reader to [4, Chapter 31. However, I 
remark that the normalizer of r,(12) in P&5,(R) is hp’r,,(3)+ h, h = (i y), 
and that r,(3)+ is the free product of two cyclic groups of orders 2 and 6, 
respectively, while r,,(3)+h/T,(12) is a dihedral group of order 12. This is 
part of the algebraic background for the wonderful rationality properties of 
row). 
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For the remainder of this paper, r denotes a group satisfying (C). 
For uniformity of notation, set U, = u (see (2.6)), c0 = co, and choose 
ci E r(c;) such that 
and 
240. 24, ... Mm-, = 1. (3.2) 
Such a choice is always possible. As an example, we have for r,( 12), 
and the respective points of Cp fixed by these elements are, in order, co, 0, 
l/6, l/4, l/3, l/2. Relation (3.2) defines r by generators and relations, and 
so r is a free group of rank m - 1. 
For each i = O,..., m - 1, let 
Pi=(yEr/yf l,yisconjugatetoapowerofui}. (3.3) 
(The mnemonics of this notation stem from: u = unipotent; P = parabolic.) 
Set 
(3.4) 
If d,, d, ,..., d,- , are natural numbers, let 
W,, 4 ,..., d,,- ,) = A’= (u$ ,..., z~d,“_-/)~ (3.5) 
be the smallest normal subgroup of r which contains 
(z&p,..., l&y}. 
Let 
F= r/n, (3.6) 
ui = nui, (3.7) 
i7= {ii(j )...) iim--l}, (3.8) 
x = m/n (X any subset of I). (3.9) 
The bar convention is not entirely satisfactory, since it depends on the 
integers do, d, ,..., d,- 1, but in this paper, no ambiguity should arise. 
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Since I’ is a free group and {u, ,..., u,_,} is a free basis, we get 
If 4 : 6 G, where G is a group, then 4 extends to a 
homomorphism of r into G if and only if 
(i) (iZi 0 d)d’ = 1, i = o,..., m - 1, 
(ii) 1T,o~.U,o~...U,_,o$=l. (3.10) 
If .P- is a family of groups, a homomorphism $ of Finto a group X is said 
to be .F-admissible if and only if ro 4 is isomorphic to an element of ,%, 
and we call ker 4 an X-admissible subgroup of E The residual core of 5 in 
r is by definition 
where r,, ranges over all the ,;7-admissible subgroups of E This intersection 
is a subgroup of 7, so is of the form A/L’ for a unique subgroup A of r which 
contains II, and we write 
A = A(B). (3.11) 
It is certain of these groups which I wish to study. 
Let 
B = K(d,,..., d+,)= (F~Fisafinitegroupfl, 
F = (f, ,..., f, _ ,), & has order di, 
andf, . . . . .f,-, = 1). (3.12) 
I do not wish to consider the case d, = d, = . . . = d, _, = 1, which is why I 
restrict myself to F # 1. 
Let 
G = G& = G&(d,,..., d,p 1) 
= {A c_ r 1 there is a non-empty finite subset.~F of 
B(d,,..., d,,-,) such that A = A(X)). (3.13) 
If A = A(Y), let 
Since r is finitely generated, it contains only finitely many subgroups of 
index <n(R), and the index in r of every <F-admissible subgroup is at most 
n(X). From this, we get 
r/A = G is a finite group. (3.14) 
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This notation is fixed, and so is 
IGI=N. (3.15) 
In addition, I shall try to write elements of G as g, g’, g,, etc. with 
corresponding elements of r as y, y’, y,, so that 
g=Ay, g’ = Ay’,.... 
The index in r of A tends to be ineffably large, but nonetheless it is the 
fields K, = K which I propose to study. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose X is a finitely generated group and .T is a Jnite 
set of finite groups. Set 
Y=(-)H, 
where H ranges over the set 3 of normal subgroups of X such that XfH is 
isomorphic to an element of .;7. If Z is a normal subgroup of X and v/ is an 
isomorphism from X/Y to X/Z, then Y = Z. 
ProoJ I provide a proof, since although one possibly exists in the 
literature, I have not located it. If X/Z has order 1, so does X/Y, and so 
Y = X = Z. We may assume that X/Z # 1. For each x in X with x @ Z, let 
yp’(Zx) = Y~v. Then Yw # Y, as I+-’ is an isomorphism. By definition of Y, 
there is an H in ./;r such that w 6? H. Since H is one of the groups appearing 
in the intersection which defines Y, we have H r> Y. Thus, y/(H/Y) is defined 
and is of the shape K/Z for some subgroup K of X which contains Z. Since 
w 6? H, so also Yw & H/Y, owing to Y c H. So I,V( Yw) 6? K/Z. Hence, we get 
Yw = y-‘(Zx), I @ K/Z, and I = y(yp’(Zx)) = Zx. Hence, 
x @ K. On the other hand, there is F in .ir such that FE X/H, and we find 
that 
Thus, XjK % F, so K E ,;it”, so K 2 Y. Set 
where the intersection is extended over those K in 27 such that Z E K. By 
what we have just shown, x 66 Z *. Since x is an arbitrary element of X which 
is not contained in Z, we conclude that Z* = Z. Since each K in the above 
intersection contains Y, we get Z 2 Y. Since IX : ZI = IX : YI, we have 
z= Y. 
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LEMMA 3.3. Suppose A, A, are normal subgroups of r, A 2 II, A, 2 II, 
andAEg. IfT/AzI’/A,, then A=A,. 
-- 
ProoJ: We have r/A E r/A g T/A, z f/To, so we apply the preceding 
lemma with r in the role of X, d in the role of Y, & in the role of Z, and jr 
the finite set of finite groups in EC- which define A = A(Y). The preceding 
lemma gives d= d,. Since A 2 I7 and A,, 2 Il, we have A = A,,. 
It might be just as well to say a word about the logic of the above 
situation. The first order of priority is the choice of the integers do,..., d,,- 1. 
Once these are given, we can look for groups F which are generated by 
elements JO,..., f,- i whose precise orders are d, ,..., d,,_, , respectively, and 
such that the product of the fls is 1. We choose our groups F ER from 
among such finite groups. We are then guaranteed that there are 
homomorphisms of r onto F such that the image of each Pi has order 
precisely di. However, we allow the possibility, as we must, that there are 
other homomorphisms of r onto F such that the image of some (or many) Ui 
has an order other than di. But since Ui has order precisely d, in r, we know 
that the order of the image of Ui under any homomorphism of ranywhere is 
a divisor of di. This is the best we can hope for, and still get Lemma 3.3. 
We fix some more notation by setting 
Ui = Au/, O<i<m-1. (3.16) 
By what has just been said, we see that Ui has order di in G. 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose A G A c r and i E (0 ,..., m - 1 }. If A f? Pi = 
A n Pi, then A has precisely (lIdi) IT : A 1 orbits on T(ci). 
Proof. (See (3.3) for the definition of Pi.) Let T=Ay,(u,)U 
~y,(Ui)U “’ U Ay,(u,) be the double coset decomposition of r with respect 
to the pair (A, (u)). Then 
r(ci)=~y,(~,)u . . . u/~Y,(c,). 
If Ay(c,) = Av’(ci), then y(ci) = Ay’(c,) for some A E A, whence yP ‘1~’ E (ui), 
so y’ E Ay(ui), and Ay’(ui) =Ay(u,). Thus, the lemma demands that we 
show that the number of (A, (ui)) double cosets is Ir : A lIdi. This in turn is 
equivalent to showing that Ay(ui) contains precisely di cosets of A. Since ufi 
is in the normal subgroup A, the number of cosets of A in Ay(u,) is a divisor 
of di. If it is a proper divisor d of di, we get Ay =A&, so that yuf y-i E A, 
against our hypothesis that A n Pi = A n Pi. The proof is complete. 
We need one more property of groups. If FE d(d,,..., d,- I), let 
o2P,(F)={AIAuT,AzI7(d, ,..., d,-,),f’/ArF}. (3.17) 
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It is important to understand the connection between zr(F) and the structure 
of F. For this purpose, let 
P&4,,..., d,,-, > = {(fo,...,fm-J Ifi E W;g= 1, 
f,. **. +f,-, = l,F= (fo,...,fm-,)I. 
Clearly, A = Aut(F) acts on P = P,(d, ,..., d,_,). If a E A, and 
(fO ,..., f,- ,) E P, then (fO o a ,..., f.,- , 0 a) E P. A moment’s thought 
convinces that 
J?-(F) and A\P,(d,,..., d,,-1) (3.18) 
are in one-one correspondence via 
/i + the A-orbit which contains 
(b%) $4 Vu,) 9n V%-1) 413 (3.19) 
where d is any isomorphism of r/A onto F. This assertion follows from the 
observation that if $1, & are isomorphisms from r/A to F, then 4; ‘& E 
Aut(F), so that every isomorphism of r/A to F is of the shape 4 0 (r, where 4 
is a fixed isomorphism, and a E Aut(F). 
4. THE CONSTRUCTION OF F(Y,Z) AND THE 
AUXILIARY POLYNOMIAL 
Here is the situation: 
r satisfies (C), 
.F = (F, F’,...,} is a finite subset of B(d,,..., dmpl), 
A = A(T), G = T/A, IGI =N, 
K = K, = function field of A\$ *. (4.1) 
Then K 2 C(T), so for each x in K, there is an irreducible P,(Y, Z) E 
C[ Y, Z] such that 
p&G r> = 0 in K. (4.2) 
We normalize notation so that the coefficient of the highest power of Y 
which appears in P,(Y, Z) is a manic polynomial in Z. 
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As already mentioned, I shall follow the convention that group elements of 
G are g, g’,..., and that y, y’ are corresponding elements of r, so that g = Ay, 
g’ = Ay’,.... I also use the notation of Section 3, in particular, (3.1). Set 
6, = T(C”h l<v<m-I, (4.3) 
so that C, E Q. 
We have an action of G on A\% *: 
G x @\8*)+A\sj* 
(&P)t-,goPY 
defined as follows: 
There isxE5* such thatp=A(x), and there is yErwithg=Ay=yA. 
Define 
g 0 P = A(@)). 
This depends neither on our choice of x’ in A(x) nor on our choice of y’ in 
Ay, almost from first principles; and we find that 
(&)oP=go (&“P), 1 op=p. 
The covering map 
A\8**r\sj*Y 
A(x) w r(x) 
has the following properties: 
Each of the m points T(ci) of r\sj* has N/d, preimages, all other 
points have N preimages. 
Here I am using Lemma 3.4 with A = A. 
If we view A\Sj* as a permutation set for G, then with precisely m 
exceptions, every orbit is a copy of the regular G-set. In the m exceptional 
cases, the ith orbit is permutation-isomorphic to the action of G on the space 
of cosets g(U,)( g E G), where Ui is given by (3.16). 
We have an action of G on K. too: 
KxG+K, 
(A s> w”f-0 g (g = AY), 
where for p = A(x) E A\@*, we have 
(fo k!)(P) =fW))- 
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And things are so arranged that this definition depends neither on x’ in d(x), 
nor on y’ in Ay, and in addition, it satisfies the axioms for an action: 
.fol=f, (l-0 s> Cl g’ =f 0 (gg’). 
This action of G preserves the addition and multiplication in K, so G acts as 
automorphisms of the field K. The fixed field of G on K is the fixed field of r 
on K, which is, by construction, C(T), and so here I am using the fact that G 
acts faithfully on K = K,. This is no deep matter, since it is easy to 
construct enough modular forms for A and to find a ratio of two such which 
lies in K and is moved by every non-identity element of G. 
The action of G on K and A\$* are related by 
u-0 g)(p) =f( g O PI, .fEK gEG, pEA\8* 
which is just a version of (2.2). 
It behooves me now to give some further discussion of the local function- 
theory. First, I treat sj, which is much easier than Cp. 
If r0 E 8, andfE K, then there is an a = a(fi r,,) > 0 such that in d,(r,), 
we have 
f(7)= c U”(f) * (7 - 7x. 
n=h 
In particular, 
T(7) - T(7,) = f up- z-(7,)) * (7 - 70)“, ll=l 
and since r is torsion free, while T - T(7,) is a generator for K,, we have 
a,(T - T(7,)) # 0. We use T - T(7,) as a local variable at 7,,, and get, for 
each f in K, 
f(7) = : b,(f)(T(7) - T(70))“~ 
n=h 
with 
5 b,(f) t” E C(t). 
n=h 
It is (1.4) and (1.5) which give the convergence. 
This gives us an injection 
i(q,) : K + C(t), T- T(7,) tt t (7, E 5). 
481/89/2-15 
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Furthermore, if 6 E d, then f 0 6 =f for all f in K, and so 
whence the relation i(zo) = i(d(z,)). This is even better, and it gives us 
i(A(x)) : K + C(t), i(A (x)) = i(x), XE $5. 
Now however, come the cusps. 
I start with the single point co. We have, in a suitable fiQ, 
(4.4) 
+= f a,(T-‘) q”, q = exp 2xiz. 
?I=1 
However, u0 has order d, modulo A, and so the standard local variable at co 
for A is q,, = exp(2&/d,). We do not take this however, but we exploit the 
relation a,(T-‘) = 1, and take an element 
such that 
tee = 40 + a190 ‘+do+ a,q, 1+2do + . . . (4.5) 
1 pjo = - cc T’ 
(4Sa) 
Of course, we can and do verify that 
t + 7 antl+ndo E C,(t). 
IT=, 
And we observe that 
So we get an injection 
i(m) : K -+ C(t) (T- ’ w td”). (4.6) 
Now suppose x E A(m), x # co, say x = B(co). What is S(N,)? We check 
that C&V,) = N,,,, or equivalently, N, = S-‘(N,,,). This suggests that 
t cc o 6-l is the good choice of local variable at x. And it is; we set 
t s(m) = t, 0 6-l. 
Is this well-defined? If 6’ E A, and 6(co) = s’(uo), then a-‘s’(oo)= 00, so 
d-id’ E (u~o), 6’ = &ff’, say. Then t, o a’-’ = t, o u;~O~~-‘, and the 
pieces fit together, since t, is fixed by a$‘. So tsccoJ is holomorphic in N,,,, 
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and we get another injection i(6(oo)) : K -+ C(t) (t,(,, E+ t). Butfo 6 =f for 
allfE K, and we find that i(b(co)) = ( i co ) , so we get a well-defined injection 
i(A(o0)) : K-, C(t), i(A(o0)) = i(&a)), 6EA. (4.7) 
If Y 1 ,..., y,, is a set of representatives for the (A, (u,,)) double cosets, we set 
t )lj(“) = t, o Yj’9 and use this particular choice of a local variable at yj(03) 
to give us an injection 
i(Yj( 00)) : K + C(t), (t,j(ooJ -+ t>, 
and define, for 6 E A, t yj8cmj = t, SF ’ y,: I, verifying that this is well-defined 
and that 
i(Yj(~)>=i(Yj4~)) forall JEA, 
whence 
i(Ayj(oo)) : K -+ C(t), i(AYj(m)) = i(Yj(a)), 
is a well-defined injection of K into C(t). (Since A u r, yjA = Ayj.) 
Next, suppose 1 < v ,< m - 1. Let’s take c, and bust it. We have, for some 
y E PSL,(R), yu,y-’ = (i :) (L > 0), y-‘(co) = c,,, yP’(N,) = NcV,,. So we 
are led to take 
exp(2niy(r)/A) (r E N,z,J) 
as local variable at c, for r. But u,. has order d,. modulo A, so a local 
variable at c, for A is exp 2niy(r)/kd,.. On the other hand, 
T(r) - <,, = c qJT) exp(2rrrMr)P) 
tI=l 
with a,,,(T) # 0. So there is 
f b,,,t” E C,(t) 
n=l 
such that 
T(r) - c, = ) z b,,,. exp(2niny(t)/Ad,) ( dt’ (5 E NC..,J~ 
n-l 
and we get a local variable at c, such that 
(t,,.(r))dL. = T(r) - r,, (r E K,A 
The remaining points in T(c,) fall into line, and we get a well-defined 
injection 
i(Ay(c,.)) : K--t C(t) (GMc,)) = MC,,))), (4.8) 
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where, for each v, the elements y which appear in (4.8) form a set of 
representatives for the (A, (u”)) double cosets in ZY The stabilizer in G of 
d(c,) is (U,,), and we check that 
tcp l2 U” = L,,tc,. (U, = Au,, v = 0 ,..., m - 1). 
This gives us the commutative diagram 





y i(A(c,.)) ) ctt> 
Note that since TO y = T for all y E r, we get 
(4.9) 
t, o Y = o- 1, forall xEsj*, yET. 
Here [ is a d,th root of unity if x E Qc,,), and < = 1 if x E sj. I recapitulate: 
If XE 5, t, = T- T(x); 
if x E qoo), then t$ = l/T, 
(4.10) 
if XE~(C,) and l<v<m-1, then t$=T-t,. 
Moreover, i(x) = i@(x)) : K--t C(t) (t, i--, t) is a well-defined injection. 
We can consolidate this information, and it is worthwhile to do so. Define 
ram:$j*+{l,d, ,..., dm-,}, 
ram(u) = 1 if aE$j, 
ram(u) = d,. if a E Qc,,) (c, = al). 
Then 
t;m(x) = T - T(x), x g Qco), 
= l/T, x ET(m). (4.11) 
We are almost ready to begin. But since I wish to make use of p’, I move 
everything to C((t)) by letting i, = id(*) be defined to be the relevant com- 
position: 
K i(x) C(t) c=-+ C((t)). 
WY-- 
1.x 
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So as a subscript, x carries us all the way to C((t)), but within parentheses x 
stops at C(t). We could get by with something smaller than C((t)), namely, 
with the subfield of C((t)) consisting of those elements which are algebraic 
over C[t], the usual polynomial ring. But this definition of i, is acceptable, 
too. I have been overly explicit, especially for those who have been over this 
territory before, but with these matters out of the way, let the construction 
begin. 
Let 
Int = {fE K 1 if x E fi * and x & T(a), then 
fis regular at x). (4.12) 
LEMMA 4.1. Int is stable under G. 
Proof: Pick fE Int, g E G, p =d(x) E A\$*, d(x) Y$ T(co). Then f is 
regular at g o p, so f o g is regular at p. That does it. 
LEMMA 4.2. For each f E K, there is p,(T) E C[T] such that p#‘) # 0, 
and such that PAT) . f E Int. 
Proof. Let x, ,..., xh E 8 * such that the poles of f on A\$* are at 
A(x,),..., A(x,). Let ti be the local variable at xi, and set ri = v(i(f). Choose 
notation so that xi ,..., xh, 6? T(a), x,,,+ ,,..., x,, E T(co). For each i, let mi be 
the smallest integer such that 
ri + (ram xi) . m, > 0. 
Then, with considerable room to spare, 
,fi (T - T(xi))“’ -f E Int, 
and the lemma follows. 
We use the following notation: If fEK, let Rt,={fogIgEG}, 
N,,(f) = card Rt,, 
N,(f) 
PAY, Z) = 23 FJZ) . YNO(f)-i (see (4.2)), 
i=O 
Fi,XZ) E C[Zl, F,,JZ) manic. 
LEMMA 4.3. If f E Int, then F,,JZ) = 1. 
Proof: Since Fo,JZ) is manic, we have 
F,,XZ) = n (Z - CL)‘(~), 
aEC 
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so it suffices to show that n(a) = 0 for all a. Let 
By definition of Pf, we get I, # 0. Suppose by way of contradiction that 
O&Z=. Pick aE5* with T(a)=a. Then afEr(co) so by Lemma4.1, each 
member of Rtf is regular at a. The ith elementary symmetric function ci of 
Rtf is 
C-l)’ Fi,~T)IFCl,fXT)~ 
which, for i E I,, is not regular at a. This contradiction completes the proof. 
Let T(W) =d(x;)U .*a U d(x&), h, = IT : A l/d,. Let ti be the local 
variable at xl, let fE K, and let 
Let h be the smallest integer >O such that 
ri + hd0 > 0, 1 <iGIl,. 
Then for each f’ E Rt,., f ‘/Th is regular on T(co). Set 
Pfm(Y, Z) = Z”J * PAY/Z”, l/Z), (4.13) 
where M, is the smallest integer A4 such that Z”PkY/Zh, l/Z) E C[ Y, Z]. 
Let 
1,(co) = (i ] the coefficient of YNo(f)-i in 
P,“( Y. Z) does not vanish at 0). 
LEMMA 4.4. If 
No(f) 
P,“( Y, Z) = c Fiq;(Z) . YNO(f) - i, 
i=O 
then FogixO) # 0. 
Proof: Rt,fTh is the set of roots of P,“(Y, l/T) = 0 in K, so the proof 
follows the lines of Lemma 4.3. 
Next, let 
reg,= {fEK]gE Gandfog=f*g= 1). (4.14) 
These are the primitive elements. Since G is a Galois group, reg, # 0. Let 
Reg = reg, n Int. (4.15) 
By Lemma 4.2, Reg # 0, since for each p(T) E C(T)‘, p(T) . reg, = reg,. 
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PickSE Reg, and set 
F( Y, Z) = q Y, Z), 
F,(Y, Z) = PJT(Y, Z). 
Set 
Rt= {foglgEG}, 
so that card Rt = IV. Let 
Rt, = If0 g/T” I g E Gl 
(4.16) 
be the set of roots of F,(Y, l/T) = 0 in K. 
5. THE PUISEUX ELEMENTS FoRF(Y,Z)AND F,(Y,Z) 
LEMMA 5.1. (i) If s E fi and rI ET(r), then {(WI), 1, i,,(fo g)) I 
g E G} is the set of Puiseux elements for F(Y, Z) at a = T(z). 
(ii) If 1 Q v < m - 1 and x, E T(c,), then {(T(xl), d,, i,,(fo g)) 1 
g E G} is the set of Puiseux elements for F(Y, Z) at <,. 
(iii) If x, E T(co), then ((0, d,, i,,(f 0 g/Th)) IgE G} is the set of 
Puiseux elements for F,(Y, Z) at 0. 
Proof. (i) Since T is constant on r(r), we have T(7,) = T(r) = a. 
Obviously, (1, n(i,,(f o g))) = 1, and equally obviously, we have N triples, as 
Rt has cardinal N, and i,, is an injection, so it suffices to show that 
F(i,,(f 0 g), a + 0 = 0 in C((t)). 
But the left hand side is 
i,,(J’(f 0 g, T)), 
which is 0. 
(ii) is proved in the same way. The condition (d,, n(i,,(f o g)) = 1 
follows from (4.9), together with Rt c Reg, and o(U,) = d,. 
(iii) is left as an exercise. 
Set 
.y(a, F) = {(a, 1, i,(f 0 g)) I g E G 1, 
T(x) = a E Tame = {T(7) I z E 8 }, 
c~K,9F) = {L 4, i,,(f 0 g)) I g E GI, 
.~(O,F,)={(O,d,,i,(fog/Th))Ig~G}. 
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6. RECOVERING Z-AND d FROM THE PUISEUX ELEMENTS 
FORFO~ANDF',O~,WHERE~E.Y 
We are about to leave G, temporarily it turns out, so we write 
G = { g, ,..., g,,,}, and for a E Tame, and T(b) = a, where b is fixed, we set 
g &I,a = ibu-o &A l<p<N. 
Similarly, set 
g r,S, = 4,w s,>, l<,u<N, l<v<m-1, 
g L,m = L,(f 0 g,lThh l<p<NN. 
Let p E .F. Then p acts on C[ Y,Z], via 
f  = c aij Y’Z’ + f  0 p = )J (Uij 0 p) Y’Zj, 
and we have corresponding actions of p on C((t)) given in (1.6). We apply p 
to (5.1), (5.2), (5.3), obtaining another miracle: 
.p"(aop,Fop)= {(HOP, Lg,,,o~)l 1 ,<P<W, a E Tame, (6.1) 
s(r,,Fo~)={(r,,d,,g,,,"opp)I 1 <P<NN), (6.2) 
,~(~,F,~P)={(O,~,,~,,,~P)I~~C~~NJ. (6.3) 
Of course, (6.1), (6.2), (6.3) are immediate. To obtain (6.1), we simply apply 
P to F(gu,,, a + t) = 0. It works, and it is utterly transparent that n(f) = 
n(fo p) for all non-constant fE C((t)). 
I aim to use (6.1), (6.2), (6.3) to reconstruct r and A. More precisely, I 
shall prove that 
(F 0 p)( Y, 7’) = 0 has N roots in K=K,. (6.4 ) 
Before I begin, let me recast (6.1) a bit. As a ranges over Tame, so does 
u o p, since p stabilises Tame. So if b E Tame, there is a E Tame such that 
uop=b, that is, u=bop-‘. Set 
h,,, = g,,, o P = gp,bop-l o P, (6.5) 
and rewrite (6.1) as 
,P@,Fop) = lb 1, f$,,b)t 1 <P <N), 
I emphasize that this is only a relabelling. 
b E Tame. (6.6) 
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Let us begin the reconstruction and the proof of (6.4). 
Pick r,, E fi, and let b = T(s,). Then 
T(T) - b = \“- a&y To)(5 - toy, z, T E D&,,,(fO). 
We also have, therefore, for each ,U = I,..., N, replacing a(t,) by a possibly 
smaller value, still called a(7o) (recall: h,., = CFYO a,,&, b) t” E C,(t), by 
Lemma 1. 1 ), 
h,,,(T(r) - b) = 2 a,04 fJV(7) - b)” 
n-0 
= g a$, b)(t - Soy-, 
n=o 
so we set 
and conclude that for s E DocTDj(~O), we have 
(F o /4(L0(7)3 7x7)) = 03 (6.7) 
and Lo is analytic in Dacroj(70). Visibly, (k,,,O ,..., kN,ro} has cardinal N, 
since {h,,, ,..., h,,,} has cardinal N. So we set 
4, = PLO I 1 G<lu c NL (6.8) 
and are guaranteed that (6.7) holds in Da,Toj(70). That is all there is to it. 
Let’s see what we get from (1.9) and the Monodromy theorem for simply- 
connected subsets of the complex plane 121. 
Suppose ro, 7, E $3, and 
Pick y, E { 1, 2,..., N). I argue that for each r E D, 
fI v&&7) - k,,,,(r)) = 0. (6.9) 
@=I 
Namely, (k,,,,(r)) 1 ,<,u ,<N) exhausts all the roots of the polynomial 
(F 0 PICK T(r)) = 0, and k,,,,J7) is one of them. By (1.9) we get a 
permutation ’ of I,..., N such that 
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By the Monodromy theorem, we get functions k, ,..., k, on 8, holomorphic 
there, such that 
(F 0 p)(k,,(~)> r(t)) = 0 forall rE$j and l<p<N. 
Let 
I”={k,I l<p<N}. (6.10) 
The small 1 in (6.8) has been graduated to a large one, and r0 has vanished, 
but we still use J.2 for “local,” since the cusps are a barrier. But before 
tackling Cp (put off the evil day!), let us see what sort of thing we have on 
sj. I argue that 
Y0y=P for all y E IY (6.11) 
Pick rE$j, andp,,, 1 <<,,<N. Then 
(F 0 p)(&, 0 r>(t), T(r)) = (F 0 ~)W,oW~))~ Wr))) = 0, 
and so 
By (1.9), we get (6.1 l), which is quite a bundle. The relevance of the 
auxiliary polynomial becomes clearer. 
To simplify notation a bit (it is always on the verge of overwhelming us), 
set 
P Lc.00 = g,., cl P, P,,” =gL,b”O P, l<,u<N, l<v<m-1. 
Fix v, 1 < v Q m - 1, and choose x E T(c,). Let 
P LI,” = go a,(4 v) t” (EC,(t)!). 
Then in a suitable neighbourhood fix,, of x, set 
3&“(r) = 2 %019 VI . t,(r)” 
n=O 
(tx is the local variable at x). 
We get immediately that 
since &, + t,(7)dlj = &, + (T(r) - r,) = T(r). 
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For each ,q,, 1 <N, I argue that 
for r E n’,,,. (6.12) 
This is obvious, since { ~?~,,(r) / 1 <,D <N} is the set of all roots of 
F(Y, T(r)) = 0 and k,,( 7 is one of them. This is (6.12) for each ,D~ = l,..., N, ) 
whence by (1.9), there is a permutation ” such that 
k,(7) =d,,,,,.(7h 7 E &. 
The permutation ” depends possibly on x (ET(c,,)), but never mind, we still 
see that k, is regular at x, which is enough. 
It only remains to treat r(co), and this, believe it or not, is safely left as 
an exercise; F, o p, (4.13), (4.16) do the trick. 
We still retain the notation 9 for our functions k,, but we now view them 
as living on 4j*, meromorphic there. Furthermore, 5P 0 y = 9 for all y E r, 
since we already know that k, 0 y - k,, vanishes on 5, and as k, 0 y and k,, 
are meromorphic on b*, k, 0 y = k, ,. 
Let 
A, = (y E r ( k, o y = k, for all P = l,..., N\, 
I? = C(T, k, ,..., kh,). 
Then 
r/A, s Gal I?/C( T) 
z Gal(a splitting field for (F o p)(Y, 2) over C(Z)), 
E Gal(a splitting field for F( Y, Z) over C(Z)), 




We next show that A, 2 II(d,,..., d,- ,), that is, we check that 
u$ E A,, o,<v<m-1. 
For v = 0, we work in k,. We have 
t,(7)do = T(r)-‘, 
(6.13) 
(6.14) 
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and we also have 
k,(r)= 
wh 2 %01> bo(~)“, n=O 
and by (4.5) 
t,(r) = 2 a, exp 2rit( 1 + &,)/do (a, = 1) 
m=O 
By (1.4), this yields 
L = 2 b,(u) exp(2rinz/d,) k (5) 
WI” It=0 
(r E II’,>, 
and so k,(z + do) = k,(T). This is (6.14) for v = 0, and there is no problem at 
the other cusps either, as 
x E I’(c,,) =a t$ = T - t,, . 
By Lemma 3.3, (6.14) gives us A = A,. This completes the proof of (6.4). 
7. EXTENSIONS AND THE BIG GROUP EXTENSION 
Let p E .F”, fE Reg, and let k, ,..., k, be the roots of (Pf 0 p)(Y, T) = 0 
which lie in K. We have an action of p on C(T) determined by 
a = c ci T’ + x (ci o p) T’ = a 0 p. 
Since f E Reg, we also have 
K= W’>[fl~ 
so if l E K, then 
N-l 
Pick ,u, 1 < ,u < N, and define 
N-l 
p, :K+K, top,= 1 (&oP)k;. 
i=O 
Then p, is an automorphism of K, since 
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Ah res P, = P, lCcTj = P, 1 < ,D < N, so that p, is an extension of p from 
C(T) to K. Furthermore, since G permutes transitively and regularly 
Ik , ,..., kNJ, we get 
(P , ,..., p,v} = P, G for l<p<N. (7.1) 
On the other hand, if g E G, then pi ‘gp, is an automorphism of K which is 
the identity on C(T), and since G exhausts all such automorphisms, we have 
p,‘Gp, = G. (7.2) 
Let Z * = (G, p1 1 p, is an extension of p from C(T) to K, p E ,V.). Then 
for each p E .%‘, .V* contains all the extensions of p to K. As far as I can tell, 
there is no way in which the extensions of p to K can be given globally in a 
consistent function-theoretic fashion. The best I can achieve is the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 7.1. Assume that a E $j* and that T(a) E Q U {co }. For each 
p E 5?‘, there is an extension of p to an automorphism pa of K defined as 
follows: for each f E Reg, f o pa is the unique element k of K such that 
i,(k) = i,(f) 0 P. 
Then ,%A= (p,IpE,V} is a group and ex,:.%-+.yO, p++pp, is an 
isomorphism. There is a split exact sequence 
l+G+,T*“,Y;+l 
where G + .‘t’* is the inclusion map, and res, is the composition of res and 
ex, . 
Proof. First suppose that T(a) = q E Q, and that a E $5. Then 
(q, 1, i,(f )) is a Puiseux element for PAY, 2) at q, and (q, 1, i,(f) o p) is a 
Puiseux element for Pf 0 p(Y, 2) at q. By (6.4), there is k in K such that 
i,(k) = i,(f) o p. So pa exists in this case. 
Next, suppose T(a) = q E Q, and a E Cp. Then q = <,, for some V, 1 < v < 
m- 1, and 
(r,, d,, i,(f )) is a Puiseux element for F( Y, Z) at {, , 
whence ({,, d,, i,(f) o p) is a Puiseux element for F 0 p(Y, Z) at &,. Again, 
(6.4) produces a k in K such that i,(k) = i,(f) 0 p, and pa exists. Finally, if 
T(a) = 00, then a E T(co), and we use i, and Fm(Y, Z). So pa exists, and the 
isomorphism ex, is obvious. 
Since {p, ,..., pN} =prG for each ,u = l,..., N, and each p E y, and since 
G u .V *, it only remains to show that G n ,VO = 1. If pa = a E G n $, then 
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cz is the identity on C(T), whereas if c E C, then c 0 a = c 0 pa is mapped by 
i, to c o p(~ C(t))). Thus, p = id on C, so p = 1, pa = 1, and the extension 
splits. 
8. THE ACTION OF .F* ON G 
Let 
D = l.c.m.{d, ,..., d,,-,}. 
We have an exact sequence 
1 + Y,* -+ ,Y * 4 Gal Q(p,)/Q = (Z/DZ) ’ --) 1, (8.1) 
given by 
~*Oo=resp*I~(~~), Lii?i = ker a. 
LEMMA 8.1. Suppose p * E .F* and p * o a = 1. Then for each v = 0 ,..., 
m - 1, there are elements g(v, p*) E G such that 
P *-‘u,p* =g(v,p”)-’ uf,g(v,p*). 
Proof. Let p=resp*, P= p*G. Then resp=p for all PEP, and so 
p’oa=f. For each aE$j* such that T(a)EQU{co}, PfIFO={p$) has 
cardinal one. Take a = c,, v = 0 ,..., m - 1 (c, = co). Then for all fE K, 
i,,,(fo ~$1 = i,,.(f) 0 P. BY (1.7) pplh(L,)p = h($.). BY (4.9), we conclude 
that 
p,*-‘U .P,* = q,. (8.2) 
Let’s look at this closely, just to be sure. We can give a proof by diagrams 
which is utterly transparent. Here is one picture: 
K i, C(Q)) 
op*-l (a=c,) 0 
I I 
OP ’ 










K 2 C((t)). 
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The top and bottom rectangles are commutative by Lemma 7.1, the middle 
rectangle is commutative by (4.9) so the whole shebang is commutative, 
whence, contracting, and using (1.7), 
K -fL C((t)) 
OP, *-‘U@; 
! i I 
hU$) (8.3) 
K o C((t)> 
is commutative. On the other hand, we may choose I E t such that I is a 
natural number, and we can concatenate 1 examples of (4.9) on top of one 
another: 





K i, C((t)) 
OL’,. I i i oh(bd 1 I, K 0 CC@>> (I rectangles). 
So we get the commutatively of 





K i, C((t)). 
In this rectangle, the vertical maps are automorphisms, so we can reverse the 
arrows, obtaining a commutative diagram 
K -!Q C((t)) 
I L’,Y’ I hUj,$ 
K A C((t)). 
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(Or we could choose a natural number I’ E - T and concatenate (4.9).) 
Composing this with (8.3) gives the commutativity of 





K A C(W), 





This means that for all SE K, i,(fog, -f) = 0, whence fo g, =S, g, = id. 
Since pz, E P, we have pt, = p* . g(v, p*)- ’ for some g(v, p*) E G. Thus 
p,*,.-‘u,p;,= Uf,=g(v,p”) ‘p*~lu”p*g(v,p*)r’, 
and the lemma is proved. 
Let me try explain what is going on here function-theoretically as best I 
can. We can choose a cusp, and then focus on c,. (Say v > 1.) We can then 
take our automorphism pc, such that in a neighbourhood Ncj,,, of c,., the 
action of p,, onfE K is the’“obvious” one: 
if f(t) = 2 a,(f) . t,,,(r)” (t E ~C,..,>~ 
then 
(t (5 II’,,.,,,). 
We then ask ourselves: what is the behaviour of PC,, on the power series 
expansion off in a neighbourhood N,.,, for ,U # v? We cannot conclude that 
pr,, acts in such a mindless fashion as in (1.6), but only that for some 
g = g@, p,,), p,,, . gg ’ acts in the mindless way. We do not obtain at c, the 
standard action of p given by (1.6); we have to contend with a “fudge 
factor” coming from the element g = g@, p,,) E G. The precise way in which 
G intervenes in this situation seems to me to be a fascinating problem. 
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9. MORE LEMMAS 
In order not to interrupt the flow of argument too much, I interpolate 
several easy lemmas and remarks here. 
LEMMA 9.1. Suppose X is a finite group, F is a non-Abelian finite simple 
group and H, ,..., H, are distinct normal subgroups of X such that 
H,nH,n..+ ~7 H, = 1 and X/H, z F for all i. Let 
H(i) = 0 Hi. 
j#i 
ThenH(i)zF,andH=H(1)xH(2)X...xH(t)=HiXH(i), l<i<t. 
Proof: By induction on t, the case t = 1 being trivial. Let D = H(t), and 
let x=X/D. Then Hi = Hi/D are t - 1 distinct normal subgroups of X, with -- 
X/H,rF, and H,ni?,n ... nfi,-, = 1, so by induction 
X=H(l;t)x . . + x H(t - 1; t) = Hi x H(i; t), l<i<t-1 
(9.1) 
where 
H(i; f) = n Rj. 
jti 
I<j<t-I 
Since F is a non Abelian simple group, I?,,..., Z?+, are the only maximal 
normal subgroups of x. 
Suppose D = 1. Then H,, as a maximal normal subgroup of X, is forced to 
coincide with one of H, ,..., H,-,. This is false, so 
D=H(t)# 1, DnH,= 1. 
Since D Q X, while X/H, is simple, we get 
X=H,.D=H,xD=H,xH(t), XZ H,. (9.2) 
By symmetry, H(i) 2 F, 1 < i < t, and since (9.1) and (9.2) hold, it follows 
that X=X, x . . . XX,, where Xi z F, and {X, ,..., X,} is the set of all 
minimal normal subgroups of F. Then for each i = I,..., t, H(i) E {X, ,..., X,}. 
Obviously, H(l), H(2) ,..., H(t) are pairwise distinct, since for example, 
H(1) & H,, H(2) G H,, H(3) G H, ,..., H(t) G H,. So {X, ,..., X,} = {H(l), 
H(2),..., H(t)}. Also, by (9.2) and symmetry, X = H(i) x Hi, and the proof is 
complete. 
481/89/2-16 
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LEMMA 9.2. Suppose X = F, x .. . x Ft, F, E F, a non-Abelian finite 
simple group. Suppose Y is a group of automorphisms of X, that Y0 4 Y, 
and that Y permutes transitively (El1 ,..., F,}. 
(i) If Y, normalizes F,, then Y, normalizes every F, . 
(ii) If Y, normalizes F, and induces only inner automorphisms of F,, 
then Y, induces inner automorphisms of X. 
Proof: Choose yi E Y such that F, o yi = Fi. Then Fi 0 y; I Y,, yi = Fi. 
But Y,, a Y, so (i) follows. 
Suppose II/ : YO + F, such that f, o y, = w( y,)-‘f, w( y,) for all y, E Y,, 
f, E F,. Then 
=f, o YoYi = (!4Yo)Vf, V(Y0)) o Yi 
= (V(YO) ’ Yi)-’ * (f1 ’ Yi> ’ ‘l/(YO) ’ Yfy  with w( y,) 0 yi E Fi. 
Thus, yi ‘y, yi induces an inner automorphism of Fi. But Y. u Y, so Y, 
induces inner automorphisms of Fi for all i, and (ii) follows. 
LEMMA 9.3. Suppose F c K G L GM is a tower of fields and 
[L : F] < co, that [K: F] = 1, [L : K] = n, and that K/F and L/K are normal 
extensions. Suppose 
f(X)=a,+a,X+...a,X” 
and the following hold: 
(i) F(a,, a, ,..., a,) = K. 
(ii) a,, E FX. 
(iii) f is irreducible in K[X]. 
(iv) a E L and f (a) = 0. 
Assume further that a,,..., o, are automorphisms of M which fix F 
elementwise and that 
(VI I(JI,KK,“‘r Ol,Kl = z 
has cardinal 1. Assume finally that 
(vi) a D oi = a . ki # 0, where ki E K, 1 < i < 1. 
Then L is normal over F, and 
L = F[a]. 
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Proof. Let ri = oilR, so that Z = {r, ,..., I r } is the group of automorphisms 
of K which are 1 on F, that is, 
C = Gal K/F. 
By (i) and (ii), we have, for 1 < i < f, 
f” oi(X>=aO ’ ui + (U, ’ Ui) X + *” + (a,_, 0 fJi)X”-’ + a,X”, 
and the polynomials f o u, ,..., f o uI are pairwise distinct. Since f(a) = 0, so 
also (fo ui)(a 0 a,) = 0. On the other hand, we check that 
has the properties 
.&(aki) = O? fi(X)=u,k;+u,k;-‘X+ ... +a,_,kiXn-’ +a,X”. 
Thus, f 0 ui and f; have a root in common, and deg(f o ui -fi) < n, so 
f" lii'fi, l<i<I. 
Let a = a,, a2 ,..., a,, be all the roots off in L. Since [L : K] = n = degf, 
since L is normal over K, and since f has a root in L, we have it = n’, and 
L = K[a]. Since f o ui =fi, the roots off0 ui in L are a,k,,..., a,ki. (I do not 
assert that a, o ui = a,. . k,.) 
We set 
dx>= fIAx))= h (f' ui>(x). 
i--l i=l 
Then g(X) has degree In = [L : F], and 
{ajki 1 1 <j < n, 1 < i < I) 
is a set of In roots of g(X) in L. Since f, ,..., fi are pairwise relatively prime, 
and since f is irreducible over K, and since fi = f 0 ui, it follows that g(X) is 
irreducible over F. Since g(a) = 0, we have L = F[a], and L/F is a normal 
extension. 
Remark. The lemma is messy, but since the relation “F, is a normal 
extension of F2” is not transitive, in order to force transitivity we must put in 
something, and the above ingredients suffice. 
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10. RIGIDITY AND r/A 
Before launching into the next, penultimate phase, let me set up some 
notation and terminology for the action F* on G. Let 
P(G) = {H 1 HE G, His 5’*“-invariant}. 
That is, Y(G) is the set of subgroups of G which are normal in F*. Since 
G g F*, P(G) is a subset of the set of normal subgroups of G, and Y’(G) 
contains all the characteristic subgroups of G. But P’(G) is tremendously 
mysterious. In any case, if H, K E Y(G), and H s K, then there are 
subgroups ,4, /i ’ of r, both of which contain A, such that H = A/A, 
K = AI/A, and the induced action of F* on K/H gives us an action of .%* 
on Al/A. In particular, when K = G, we get an action of Y* on T/A, and the 
exact sequence 
L+r/A&Y’/H++ 1 (10.1) 
splits. Here the map i is given by: Ay 0 i = Hg, g = Ay E G. The second map 
is equally obvious, since G = ker res,, where res, is given in Lemma 7.1. 
We are about to meet such a A, and it will have the property that Au,, has 
order d, in r/A. This means, and under our circumstances is equivalent to 
the assertion, that 
A\8* -+A\b*, 
A(x) E+ A(x) 
is unramified. This in turn implies that for each x E sj *, any local variable 
for A at x is also a local variable for A at x, a very good thing for 
bookkeeping. 
I now give myself (H) for F and (Co,..., CkP,), where I now only demand 
that k < m. Of course, r,,( 12) is the only horse in the stable, but there may 
be others later, so I keep the parameter m free. Anyway, m is easier to 
handle than 6. The conjugacy classes are numbered from 0 to k - 1, to 
conform with the notation already in place. 
Choose (x0 ,..., xk-r) E A =A,(C, ,..., CkPl), and for k < v < m - 1, set 
x, = 1, C, = { 1 }, so that (x,, ,..., x,,- 1) E A (C, ,..., C,,- ,). Define 
d, = 0(X”), O<v<m- 1, 
D = l.c.m.{d, ,..., d,_,}, 
and use (3.5) to define ZZ(d, ,..., d,- 1). Take 
.F= {F], A = A(T). 
(10.2) 
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By Lemma 9.1, G is the direct product of a certain number of groups, each 
isomorphic to F, so G is characteristically simple. One big problem is to 
determine the normal subgroups of G which are Y*-invariant. A yet more 
subtle problem is to determine those subgroups of G (they will not all be 
normal in G) which are invariant under go’,, where c1 E fi * and r(a) E 
Q U (co }. As I have tried to indicate, there is a mystery here. 
Define 
9 : {q,,..., u,,-, } + F, 
u,oQ=x,. 
Since u,, a U, . ... . u,,-r = 1 defines r, and since x, ..+ x,-, = 1, $ extends 
to a homomorphism of r into F, also denoted by 4. Since (x,,,..., xk-,) E A, 
the definition of rigidity gives 
Set 
A, = ker 4. (10.3) 
I plan to use (u, ,..., u,- I>, 4, (x, ,..., x,-, ) as pivots on which various maps 
will turn. By construction, /i , 2 IZ, and so /i, 2 A, and 
H, = Al/A Q G. (10.4) 
For each p* E .z’*, there is a uniquely determined subgroup /i,, of I- which 
contains A and satisfies 
P *-1H IP * = A,,/A. (10.5) 
Set 
so that 
A = n A~*, (10.6) 
P’EP’ 
A/A = H = n p*-‘H,p* 4 Y*. (10.7) 
D*EP 
By construction and Lemma 9.1, r/A is the direct product of a certain 
number of groups, each isomorphic to F. Also, by construction, .V* 
permutes transitively the maximal normal subgroups of T/A, and so 
permutes transitively the minimal normal subgroups of r/A, that is, the set 
of normal subgroups of I’/A which are isomorphic to F. 
The next lemma busts open this situation. 
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LEMMA 10.1. SF; normalizes H; and induces inner automorphisms of 
r/A,, where .Y,* is given in (8.1). 
ProoJ Choose p* E cF$. By Lemma 8.1, together with ,F$ = ker CJ, there 
are elements g(v, p*) E G such that 
P*-lu,P* =&P")Y U,,dhP"), O<v<m- 1. 
Since ker 4 = A, 2 A, we have a factorization 
I- 2 F. (10.8) 
Then x,=u,od=u,o~~=U,.o~. Choose y(v,p*)ET with y(v,p*)on= 
g(v,p*). Set 
.f,,=Y(v,P*) o $9 
so that 
Y(v,P*)-' U,Y(V,P") o #=f;'x"f,x 
=g(v,P*)-' U,dV,P")~~ 
=@*~W”p*)oL 
This implies that 
(10.9) 
f,'x,f, .f;'x,f, ' ... .f;!,Xm-*.fm~,= 1, 
since the left hand side of this purported equation is the image under A of 
P *-‘U,p* .p*-lU,p* . ..p*-‘Urn-.p* = 1,. Hence 
(fo'x,fo,...,fm',x,-,fm-,)EA(C,,..., cm-,>, 
and so 
Since A is rigid, there is f in F such that 
f-'x"f=f;LX"fL3, O<v<k- 1, (10.10) 
and the same equation holds for v = k,..., m - 1, as x, = 1 for v in this range. 
Since r o 4 = F, there is y in r with a, 0 4 =J: Set 
g=Yo? so that g 0 A =J (10.11) 
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We now get 
P +‘u,.p* 0 2 =f -‘x,,f, (10.12) 
by (10.9) and (10.10). By (10.1 I), we also get 
g-‘u,,go/Z=f~‘(U,.o~).f=f--‘u,,o~.f=f~’x,.f: (10.13) 
So (10.12), (10.13) yield 
P “-‘U,p* . g-IV’ . g E ker A L1 3 O<v<m-1. (10.14) 
Now ker#=/i,=kern& and A1~7=Hl, whence H,oL=A,onA= 
/ii o 4 = 1, and so H, g ker L Since G/H, is simple and G o L = r o XA = 
r 0 4 = F, we get H, = ker )L, and so (10.14) gives 
P*-~U~P*EH,‘~-‘U,~=~~‘H,U,,~, O<v<m-1. 
Since G = (U, ,..., U,,- ,), we find that 
p*-‘zp* E g-‘H,zg for all z E G. (10.15) 




and since G is a finite group, p* normalizes H,. 
If <Er, then z=d[EG, and (10.15) becomes p*-‘A&j~*sy-‘A,@ 
(g = Ay, H, =/i JA). Since A E A 1, we get 
P *-'A,@* =y-'A& for all [ E r. 
Hence, p* induces conjugation by A, y on I’/A i , and the proof is complete. 
Set 
, +‘ = normalizer in .% * of H, , 
W=.4’.0 0 (cU= UD). 
Since .5? */.V’i is Abelian, we have, by the preceding lemma, ,Y: &I I- u 55 *, 
and we have an exact sequence 
1 -+.V$ -+<Y”q us u/w+ 1, (10.16) 
where, for future reference, I have labelled by q the quotient map I++ [IV 
(ie uj. 
For each p* E Z*, we have already defined A,,*. We next define A@*) to 
be the unique subgroup of r which contains A and satisfies 
A@*)/A = centralizer in r/A ofA,,/A. (10.17) 
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By Lemma 9.1, /1@*)//i z F. Since ,fl acts on /i J/i, it follows that J. acts 
on /i(l)//i, and by Lemma 9.2(i), M acts on /i@*)/A for all p* E .V*. 
Furthermore, by Lemma 9.2(ii), CY$ induces inner automorphisms of r/A. 
Since 
it follows that II @*) depends only on the coset J+*. From (10.16) we get 
an exact sequence 
where 0 is the composition of u with the quotient map q. So if p* E .Y* and 
r=p* o dE U/W, then 
A5=Ao*, A(<) = A@*) (10.19) 
are well-defined subgroups of r depending only on l. Hence, if we set 
L = l-/A, &=A,/4 L(t) = A(t)/& (10.20) 
then 
L =L(&) x a.- x L(C,), {C , ,-.*, rt} = u/w cr, = l”,MA 
L,, =Al/A, L(t)zF, all < E U/W. 
Also, set 
R* = Y-*/H (see (10.7)). (10.22) 
We have an action of R* on L, given by 
L xz*+L, 
(Y,rl*)~Yo r*, , 
where yor~*=p*-‘yAp*.A, if q*=Hp*, p*E.Y*, and y=Ay, 
g = Ay E G. Setting 
3; = .y;/H (note that ,5’2 2 G), 
we get from (8.1) an exact sequence 
(10.23) 
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Strictly speaking, the map u above comes from the commutative triangle 
SF’*\ * ,,JU @* 0 q= HP*). 
And I choose to call the unlabelled arrow u, too. Explicitly, then, 
HP* 0 CT= (res~*)l~(~,,)~ 
which is well-defined, since HE ker res, H being the identity on C(T). 
Let 
N=. I./H. 
For each c E U/W, we thus get a map 
a(<) : N + Am L(l), 
given by 
n 0 a(r) = the automorphism of L(c) induced by p*, 
where n = HP*, p* ~.6 ‘. 
Denote by a’(<) the composition of a(<) and the quotient map Aut L(5) + 
Aut L(<)/Inn L(l), and set 
N(r) = ker a”(r). (10.24) 
LEMMA 10.2. N(r) is independent of r. 
ProoJ This is a consequence of Lemma 9.2. Namely, by Lemmas 10.1 
and 9.2, ,%‘z induces inner automorphisms of L, so in particular induces 
inner automorphisms of L,(r), a direct factor of L. So R$ G N(r), and as 
an Abelian group, 
we have N(r) (I R*, so N(r) induces inner automorphisms of L(c’) for all 
l’ E U/W, by Lemma 9.2. Hence, N(r) G N(l’), so by symmetry, we get this 
lemma. 
Set 
N, = N(t) (r E UP% 
V=N,oa. (10.25) 
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Then P’c W. and I assert that 
W/V= N 0 a(<)/Inn L(r), (10.26) 
where I am using the trivial fact that 
Inn L(r) G N 0 a(<), 
which holds since G/H cr N, and visibly 
G/H o a(5) = Inn L(l). 
This remark implies that the right hand side of (10.26) is defined. Where 
does the isomorphism come from? If n = Hp* E N, then n 0 u = x E W. 
Furthermore, by definition of N(r) = N,, E(r) induces an isomorphism of 
N/N, and N o cr(c)/Inn L(c). On the other hand, N 0 u = W, N, 0 cr = I’, and 
ker u = Rz s N, , so u induces an isomorphism of N/N, and W/V. This is 
(10.26). 
In order to lay bare (10.26) more thoroughly, further work is required. Let 
We need to relate these components u,,(r) to 4. Here is the picture we use: 
The triangle exists since L = r/A with A c A,. Now 
and so u,, o 4 =x, = U, o qp = (n Iculw u,.(t)) 0 p = u,,(t,) 0 p. This implies 
in particular that 
o(u,(L~)) = 4.3 O<v<m-1. 
On the other hand, if 1~” = HP* E Z*, and p* o u = 1, then 
-L(r) 0 rl* =L@), (10.27) 
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by definition of L(r), and by (10.5) and (10.19). This is so, since L(r) = 
centralizer in L of L,, and L, 0 q* =LTl. So we pick p* E F*, set 
‘I* =Hp*, and let 
so that 
p,* be the unique element of p*G n ,Fc,,, 
P*=P,*g(hP*)-', g(v,p*) E G. 
Furthermore, by (8.2) (where p,* was written P:,), 
This implies that, with r,T = Hp$, 
(Au,) 0 q; = n u,,(5)‘= n @h(r) I3VI?* (10.28) 
IEC’IW IEC’lW 
From (10.27), (10.28), we conclude that 
since H L N,, and so we get the lovely, indisputable relation 
u,(r) 0 rl,?’ = u,(lts)‘, i= fj: 0 U, 
q,?' = HP:, P,! E ,6,,: (10.29) 
This relation has various consequences. First, 
O(U”(<)) = 4.3 for CEUIW, and O<v<m-1. (10.30) 
This follows, since I is prime to D, so is prime to d,,, whence o(u,.(@)‘) = 
o(u,(ll)) = o(u,(c) 0 q:) = o(~,(<)), and we may choose I E <-I. Next, if 
r]*=Hp*EN,thenIE W,sol<=<,andweget 
C,(C) o 17* = C”(C) o L i= ‘I* o (5, O<v<m- 1, (10.31) 
C,(l) is the conjugacy class of L(c) 





we can at last identify N 0 a(<). 
LEMMA 10.3. NO a(<) = (0 E Aut L(l) 1 -i”[ o 0 = ,Y[} = M’(%4”;). 
Proof. By (10.31), we get that 
Conversely, however, suppose -r”[ 0 8 = Yc for some 0 E Aut L(r). Then 
A,o8=A,oi for some LEU,. Choose p*E.Y* with p*oa=l Set 
n* =Hp*. Then by (10.31) 
cm o V* = c,(r) 0 4 O<v<m--1. 
Hence, if we set 
then &-’ = 6 is an automorphism of L(r) such that C,(r) o 6 = C,(r) for all 
v = o,..., m - 1. However, from (10.29), we conclude that A(C,(<),..., 
C,,- r(r)) is rigid (more about this point in a moment), and 6 E Inn L(r). 
Since N 0 a({) 2 Inn L(c), we get 0 E N o a(<), and Lemma 10.3 is proved. 
This gives us complete control of W/V, which, to me, is the most unusual 
part of this paper. 
The preceding results enable us to produce good isomorphisms from L(r) 
to F. We use (10.8). Since ker A = H, 2 H, we can extend our triangle to the 
following picture: 
Now both triangles are commutative and i is an isomorphism. 
Let’s take L(t,) first. We have 
L = WI) x L[,, L,, =A,/4 A 1 = ker 4, 
H, = ker A, H,IH = ker /1’, 
so we set 
j;, = i 0 A’ 1 L(I,)’ 
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Since L,, o i = HI/H = ker A’, we have 
UC,) oj;, = F, 
and since F, L(t,) are simple, j;, is an isomorphism. It visibly has the 
property that 
U”(4) $, =x,3 
whence 
~,,(C&,),...? c,-,(r,>> d;, =~F(GY’~ CL,>. 
Suppose now that <E U/W, < # c,. Choose iE r-‘, and then choose 
p* E .V* with p* o (T = 1 Set v* = HP* EZ*. Then 
~(0 0 q* =L(E)=ur,). 
Then set 
We get L(l) oj; = F. Moreover, we can see what happens to C,(r) 0.j;. Since 
C,(r) is stable under inner automorphisms, we may, for each v, replace q* 
by q,*. That is, C,(r) oj; = C,(r) o r,* oj;,, and y* o a-= q,* 0 u = 1. For this 
good choice, (10.29) gives C,(r) 0 q,* = C,(r,) 0 1, as Zr = {, . So 
C”(<) oj; = (C,,(&) 0 ij q;, = C” 0 1. 
We conclude that A(C,(<) ,..., C,-i(r)) oj; = A(C, ,..., C,-,) 0 [ and thus by 
(0.6), A(C,(<) ,..., C,-,(c)) is rigid. Moreover, 
cq oj; = 9 for all < E U/W, 
whence 
(j;)-’ aqLio,)$ = sd(Y). 
I am in awe that the function-theory has led to such things. 
We are almost home. 
Set 
Ra = <Fm H/H, 
5J = centralizer of L in A?*, 
P*=WWp*, 
F* =X*/G, B’ = NJ@, 
H* =R*/c&, 
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Let 
e, = [E, : Q]. (10.40) 
With this array, we can fit some pieces together. First, 
N,=gxLoi. (10.41) 
In any case, by definition, N, is the largest subgroup of X* which induces 
inner automorphisms of L, so 69 E N,, and L 0 i = G/H E N, . Furthermore, 
the given action of Z* on L maps G/H isomorphically onto Inn L, and so 
N, = (g-, L o i). Since i is an isomorphism, L 0 i has no centre, so 
%J f’? (L 0 i) = 1. Since 4n is the kernel of the action of X* on L, we have 
g 4 R*. Since G 4 Y*, and L o i = G/H, we have L o i 4 F/H = R’*. 
This is (10.41). 
From (10.4 l), we get immediately that 
res N, = res G”, 
since L 0 i = G/H E ker res. And then we get 
(10.42) 
K, is the fixed field of res N, on C. (10.43) 
To see this, we use N, 2 Z’$, a consequence of Lemma 10.2. By (8.1), 
%‘$ = ker (T acts trivially on Q@,). On the other hand, ,V$ 2 ker res, and 
res ,Yi a cY, with ICY : res ,Yz / = [Q&,) : Q], again by (8.1). Since 
.Y = Aut C, it follows that Q&,) = fixed lield of res @‘“,* on C. Since 
N, “<Pi, and N, o (T = V (by (10.25)), we get (10.43). 
These bits of information give us the important 
E, 2 K,. (10.44) 
For &m < 8, and so res &a c res 2 = res N, , whence (10.44) follows from 
(10.43) and the definition of E,. 
11. THE CONSTRUCTION OF E 
For each natural number h, let 
Ph = {fE K, IfE Int, for all x E T(co), rl,(f) > -hd,, 
where t, is a local variable for/i at x}. 
We can compute dim Ph from the Rieman-Roth theorem, but all we need is 
that dim Ph < co, which is obvious. 
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Visibly Ph is stable under G. Slightly less visibly, 5$ is stable under g*. 
In order to see this, we need to characterize &$ by polynomial relations. So, 
as already used implicitly, 
Int = {fE K, 1 P,(Y, Z) is manic in Y}. 
Lemma 4.3 provides half the proof. The other half is equally easy. As for 
j;vh, suppose fE K, n Int. Then fE 9, CJ f/Th is regular at every point of 
T(oo) c> f 0 g/Th is regular at ~13 for all g in G o FO(0) # 0, where 
No(f) 
0 # Ff,,(Y, Z) = x Fi(Z) . Yvo(f)pi E C[ Y, Z], 
i=O 
and Ff,h(f,Th, l/T) = 0. (N,(f) is defined in Section 4.) 
So the three conditions 
(i) .fEK,, 
(ii) f E Int, 
(iii) f 0 g/Th is regular at co, for all g E G, 
are all stable under %‘*, and so .?7* acts on Ph. 
For each subfield F of C, let 
g(F) = {f E -%h 3i,(f > E F(W)}. 
LEMMA 11.1. Yh(Q) contains a basis for Yh. 
Proof: Let (f, ,..., f,} be a basis for Ph. Let 
i,(h) = x aj,t”, j = l,..., 1. 
n>-hd, 
This produces for us an I x co matrix A = (aj,) which has rank 1, so there 
are integers k, < k, < . . . < k,, with -hd, < k, such that B = (b,) is non- 
singular, where b, = aikj. Replacing {f,,...,f!} by another basis if necessary, 
we may assume at the outset that B = Id,. With this normalization, choose 
p, E .ym and let p = res p,. Then 
i,(fj o P, -fj)= Cjntn = (aj, 0 p - aj,) t”, 
n> -hd, n>-hdo 
and so cjk. = 0, 
{L(fj) I 1 <jk 4 
1 <i < 1. This means that i,(fj 0 pm -4) and 
are linearly independent, whence i,(fj 0 p, -4) = 0, so 
fj o pm =fj. This holds for all pm E y,, and the lemma follows. 
From this lemma, we get 
S(F) = r Ffj for every subfield F of C. 
j=l 
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Since [K, : C(T)] < co, there is x E K, with K, = C(T, x), and by 
Lemma 4.2, we may assume that x E Int. Choose h so large that x E Ph. 
With such a choice of h, we are guaranteed that for each non-trivial 
subgroup X of G/H, say X = K/H, with K = At/A, A’ I A, we have 
K,,ngcch. If 19h(Q)cK,,, since 5$(Q) contains a basis for yh, while 
K,’ is a vector space over C, we would get yk c K, ,, which is false. Hence, 
Ph(Q) n K,, c yh(Q) for all A’ 1 A. This implies that 
Re g,(A) = {fE Ph(Q) I go E G/H andfo go =f * go = 11 f 0. 
Choose fE Re g,(A), and let 
F( Y, 2) = PAY, Z). 
For each p E 57, (F o p)(Y, 7’) and F(Y, 7) have a common root, namely, J 
Since F is manic in Y, we get 
W, Z> E Q[K Zl. 
Let 
F( Y, Z) = YNo + F,(Z) a YNo- ’ + . . . , N,,=IG:Hj. 
Replacingfby a-+ b where a, b are suitably chosen rational integers, we see 
that there is fE Re g,(A) such that 
(a) F(Y, Z) = PAY, Z) = YNo + F,(Z) e YNo-’ + ... E Z[ Y, Z], 
(b) F,(Z) # 0. 
I need another characterization of the field E, of (10.39). 
LEMMA 11.2. E, is the smallest subfield F, of C such that i,(f 0 g,) E 
F,,((t)) for all g, E G/H. 
Proof: Since Pa U Z*, and since i,(f) E Q<(t)) c E,((t)), it follows 
that i,(fo g,) E E,((t)) for all g, E G/H. Let F, be the smallest subfield of 
C such that i,(fo g,) E F,((t)) for all g, E G/H, so that FL’ E,. If 
pm E Za, and res pa = p is the identity on F,, I argue that pa E ZZ, that is 
Pm go = goP, for all go E G/H. To see this, we use i,((fo go) 0 p,) = 
i,(fo go) o p, and conclude that i,((fo go) o p,) = i,(fo go), whence 
(fo go) o p, =fo go. On the other hand, f o p, =f, and so dfo p,) 0 go = 
f o go, whence f o (p, go) =f o (g,p,), so that pa g,p;‘g;’ fixes J Since 
f E Re g,(A), it follows that p, g,p;‘g;’ = 1 in G/H, and p, E 2?&. Hence, 
the fixed lield of res G& on C is contained in PO, that is, E, c F,, so 
E, = F,, as required. 
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Since 2a 4 R”, , we now see that E, is a normal extension of Q, and that 
Gal E,/QgZm/L&m, 
and that pm N res p, lEO induces the isomorphism. 
Let P be the ring of integers of E,. Choose K E P such that E, = Q(K). 
Set f * = IC .f, H(Y, Z) = Pf*(Y, Z). Then P,,(Y, Z) = PAY/K, Z) . I?‘” = 
Y’fl + K . F,(Z) . YNoP ’ + . . . E fl[ Y, Z], and in addition 
if q*E<;;r,, r/* = HP”, p = res p*, and 
H(K Z) = H 0 P(K Z), then r]* EL@=. 
Letf* =Y,,..., yNo be all the roots of H( Y, T) = 0 in K,, . Since 
Yl E %(Eo) and %7!7, Q ,P*, 
it follows that 
yi E %(Eo) for all i = I,.... NO. 
(11.1) 
(11.2) 
I apply Lemma 9.3 to the tower 
taking f(X) = H(X, 7’), a = y,, {ol ,..., (T,~} a set of coset representatives for 
A?$m in ;F”, . By that lemma, Q(T, vr) = E,(T, y, ,..., ~~0) is a normal extension 
of Q(r). Moreover, setting 
P(Y, Z) = f”I (H 0 s,)(Y, Z) (ti = res ci), 
i=l 
we have 
deg, W, T> = No e,, P(K z> E ZIY, Zl, 
WI, n=o, P(X, T) is irreducible in Q(T)[X]. 
Let zoT z1ys-7 zb-1 be all the roots of P(X, 7’) = 0 in K,. Then b = e,N,, 
and Q(T, y,) splits P(X, 7’). Choose notation so that z. = y, . 
Since Q(r, zo) splits P(X, 7’), and P(y, , ZJ = 0, we have 
b-l 
zi= 2: aijz’,, ai,i E Q<O* (11.3) 
j=O 
Furthermore, the unique automorphism #k of Q(T,v,) which is the identity 
on Q(r> and sends z. to zk, sends z, to zs, where s = s(k, r) is uniquely 
determined by k and r. But 
b&l 
z, = x arjz’,, 
j=O 
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b-l b-l 
2,o q5k= x arjzi=z, = C asjzJd 
j=O j=O 
(11.4) 
This tells us that the following congruences hold in Q(Z)[ Y]: 
t 
b-l 
P 2 aij(Z) Yj, Z = 0 
1 
(modP(Y,Z)), O<i<b- 1, (11.5) 
j=O 
by (11.3), and 
b-l b-l 
x a,(Z) Yj - x a,(Z) 
\ “\;’ 
j=O j=O I jfY0 
akj,(Z) Yj’ ( ’ 
=O (mod P( K Z)), 0 < r, k<b- 1, s=s(k,r), (11.6) 
by (11.4). 
Pick D(Z) E Q[Z] such that 
O#WZ)aJZ)E Qlzl for all i, j. (11.7) 
We are almost ready, but we need to identify our Galois group. It is the 
group H* of (10.38), that is, 
Gal QGY y,>/Q(r) s H*. (11.8) 
To see this, note that by construction, we have 
Q<~,Y,) = EoV’,y, m~‘,v~). 
Since y, ,..., yNO E ph(EO), we get that ,pm acts trivially on Q(r, y,). Since 
]F* :(pm] = e,N,, we get our isomorphism (11.8). 
We invoke Hilbert’s irreducibility theorem [3 1, and choose a positive 
integer M such that 
(a) P(Y, M) is irreducible in Q[ Y]. 
(b) D(M) # 0. 
Cc> F,(M) f 0. (11.9) 
(d) M--lldo is smaller than the radius of convergence of 
each i,(zj), 0 <j < b - 1. 
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Choose r = iy, y > 0 such that T(r) = M, and such that y is maximal. 
Then t,(r) = M- “‘0 is the unique positive number such that t,(r)do = M- ‘, 
since 
tm=qO+alq;tdO+-, m tdo = T-’ , 
and since (C.vi) of Section 3 leads immediately to a, ,... E Q. This shows that 
tm(t) is real. If t,(z) < 0, then T would vanish at some r’ = iy’, y’ > y, and 
so T would assume the value M at 7” = iy”, y” > y’ > y, against maximality 
of y. This is not an important point, but I mention it in passing. Set 
Let 
cfj = i,(Zj) 1 t = M- ‘/do, O<j<b- 1. 
E* = Q(a,, a ,r..., ah-,). 
I next define an action of H* on (O,..., b - 1 }, by the following rule: if 
q E H* and iE {O,..., b-l}, then ioq=j if and only if ziov=zj. Then 
H* permutes (O,..., b - 1) transitively and regularly. Furthermore, by (11.5) 
and (11.6), for each v E H *, there is a unique automorphism v 0 v of E* 
such that 
Thus, 
ai o (‘I o ‘i/)=aios. (11.10) 
v : H* + Gal E*/Q is an isomorphism. (11.11) 
I next show that 
(i) E,EE*, 
(ii) if x E E,, then x 0 v =x o (I? o w) for all q E H*. (11.12) 
To see this, note that { y, ,..., yNo} c {z,, ,..., zb- i}, since H(Y, 2) divides 
P( Y, 2) in E,[ Y, Z], so there is a subset I of (0, l,..., b - 1 }, such that 
By construction, we have 
with O#F,(~‘)E Z[T]. 
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1 zj = K . F,(r>, 
ieI 
whence, at r = iy, we have 
,y cfi = K ’ F,(M). 
ieI 
Apply v to (11.13), and get 
and so 
whence, at r = iy, we get 
1 c& = K 0 q . F,(M). 
iel 
Apply q 0 w to (11.14), obtaining 
x ai 0 (r/ 0 I//) = K 0 (rj 0 ly) . F,(M). 
icI 
Now (11.9), (ll.lO), (11.15), (11.16) yield 
K 0 h’ = K 0 (V 0 W), 
and (11.12) follows from Q(K) = E, . 
Let 
E = fixed field of (g/$Im) o v on E*. 
Thus, w induces an isomorphism, still called v/, 







The next step is to check that 
thetixedfieldofB’ovonEisK,. (11.19) 
By (10.44) we have K,GE,. By (10.42), (10.43) and (11.12), we get 
K, 5 E. Since B' z B' o w is perfect, while Gal KY/Q is Abelian, we see that 
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K,Gfixed field of B’oy~ on E. Since IF*oy:B’oyI=IF*:B’I= 
1 U: V] = [K, : Q], (11.19) follows. 
Set 
B; = L(r) 0 i’, 
where i’ is the composition 
L+Loi+N,+N,lB=B’ (see (10.41) and (10.37)). 
Let i; be the inverse to i’ILcIj, and set 
j;' = ii j; -+ F. 
It remains to find a good isomorphism of B’ and the group B = F”“’ of 
Section 0. This is staring at us. For b’ E B’, we 
b’ = n b’(r), b’(r) EL(<) 0 i’. 
IEUIW 
So we map b’ tof’, via 
fiAtI = b’(t) oj;‘. 
This is an isomorphism, whose inverse gives us our map 
I :B-+F*, 
which is the composition of the isomorphism B z B’ and the inclusion of B’ 
in F”. 
Since F* = R*/g, we are able to use (10.23). We have 
N,=GYSxLoi, N1oa=%?oa=V, 
so (10.23) induces an exact sequence 
l+B’+F*AU/V+ I, B’ = N,/GS. (11.20) 
Here 71 is defined explicitly, as follows: 
if f*=gq*, q* E x*, then f*o?r=((r*ou).V. 
This is well defined, since by (10.25), N, o u = V, and N, = B . L 0 i, with 
Loi=G/Hckera,sothataoa=V. 
We are now ready to prove the main theorem. We have an exact sequence 
which modifies (11.20) to 
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since the map z factors through the inclusion map of B’ in F*. We have 
Bol=B’=a. Loil~PrL, and the centralizer of B’ in F* is 1, by 
definition of g, together with L = [L, L]. This is (i) of the main theorem; 
(ii) follows from (10.27) and the definition of X; (iii) and (iv) are properties 
of our isomorphisms j;‘, in particular, of (10.33). We have just constructed E 
and v so that (v) holds, and the commutativity of the diagram is a conse- 
quence of (11.12) and (10.44); (vi) is trivial. 
12. PROOF OF THE COROLLARY 
I first treat L = L,(2”), n > 2. Let xi, x2, x3, C,, C,, C, be as in 
Section 0. We need a certain, limited, amount of information about the 
characters of L. The degrees of the irreducible characters are 1, q - 1, q, 
q + 1, so if 4 is an irreducible character, and p is a prime which divides 4(l), 
then 4 is of defect 0 for p, so vanishes on all p-singular classes. This implies 
that 
#(Xl> . 9w . Yw = 0 
for all irreducible characters of L except for the trivial character. Hence, by 
the character theoretic formula already used in Section 0, 
card A (C, , C,, C,) = IL/* 
C(XI) * 4x2) * 4x3) 
= ILI, 
since c(xJ = q, c(xJ = q - 1, c(x3) = q + 1. If (xi, x2, xj) E A, then L, = 
(xi, x2, x3) has order 2a(qz - l), with a > 0. Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of L. Then L, . T= L, and so L, fY T= T,, has order 2a > 1. Since T is 
Abelian, it follows that 
T,,c fl L;= n L;=D, 
XET XEL 
so D is a non-trivial normal subgroup of L. But L is simple, so D = L = L,, 
and A is rigid. 
We have Aut L/Inn L g Gal F,,,/F,, and in TL2(2”), there is an 
automorphism a such that 
cloa=c,oI; C20a=C201; Cpa=C,oI; 
where I= q2 + 1, so that 
I- 1 (mod 2), 
I-2 (modq- 11, 
1=2 (modq+ 1). 
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Of course, a is the field automorphism of L,(2”) induced by the Frobenius 
automorphism: x F-+ x2 (x E GF(2”)). Since C, 0 7 = C, + I’ E f 1 
(modq-l),andC,oI’=C, o 1’ E f 1 (mod q t l), it follows that W is as 
described, and (ii) of the corollary follows. 
Now for (i) of the corollary. Let me first worry about rigidity, and save V, 
W, sf for the end 
I invoke private communication and computer printout, both reluctantly, 
but I have no better arguments. In 1979, D. Hunt computed card 
A@,, B,, B3) for all conjugacy classes of F, such that if xi E B,, then 
x:=x:= 1. Setting C,, C,, C,, C, be as in Section 0, he found that in the 
two given cases, card A = 1 F, I. 
Case (2,3,71). Pick (xl,xZ,xJ)EA, set L=(x,,x2,x3). To prove 
rigidity, it is necessary and sufficient to show that L = F,. Let M be a 
maximal normal subgroup of L, and set S = L/M. 
LEMMA. Zf X= (x, y, z) is a finite group and xa = yb = zc = xyz = 1, 
where a, b, c are pairwise relatively prime, then X = [X, X] = (x)“. 
Proof: That X is perfect is obvious. Set Y = (x)~, and let jr, Z be the 
images ofy, z inX/Y. Then~b=~=~~=l, whencef=r= 1, Y=X. 
In our situation, the lemma gives us 71 1 1 SI, and S has a class C of 
involutions such that o(xy) < 6 for all x, y E C. Among sporadic groups, 
only F, has an order divisible by 7 1, so if S is sporadic, we get M = 1, 
L = S = F, . S is certainly no alternating group, since 7 1 1 1 S / , 67)/l S 1. So if 
S # F,, then S is a Chevalley group with the following properties: 
(i) I S 1 divides IF, 1. 
(ii) 71 1 ISI. 
(iii) o(xy) < 6 for all x, y E C. 
There are no such Chevalley groups. 
Case (2,3,29). Choose (xi, x2,x,) E A(C,, C,, C,). Let L = (x,, x2, 
x,), M a maximal normal subgroup, S = L/M. Table I can be used here, and 
TABLE I 
4 47) in G 
2 35 28 46 
3 35 28 20 
5 5 14 9 
I 70 7 6 
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in the preceding case. If S is a sporadic group, then since 29 1 ( S ( , we have 
S % F,, Fi4, J4 or Ru. If S is an alternating group A,,, then n > 29, so there 
is an Abelian subgroup of S of order 3. 132, and so there is an Abelian 
subgroup of L of that order. From the character table of F, , we learn that F, 
has no Abelian subgroups of order 3. 132. So S is not an alternating group. 
Conditions (i), (ii), (iii) above (with 29 replacing 71) eliminate the Chevalley 
groups. 
So we must kill Fi4, J4, and Ru. This was done by S. Norton, with 
customary dispatch. J4 is excluded, since 37 1 1 J4 1, 37,/‘/F, 1. As for Ru, it has 
two classes of involutions, neither of which satisfies (iii). More precisely, if 
D is any class of involutions of Ru, then o(xy) = 7 for suitably chosen 
x,yE D. 
If S = L = Fi4, then we appeal to the character table of that group. F, has 
an irreducible character x of degree 47.59.71, and as S G F,, we get 
xls = C a,$, where the summation is over the irreducible characters of F;4 
and the a, are non-negative integers. If a, # 0, then 4(l) ,< x(1) = 196883. 
There are just 3 irreducible characters of S with this property, and the values 
of these three characters on elements of orders 1, 17, 23, 29 are shown in 
Table II, where I also include the values of 1 on these same elements. We 
have & = a, 4, + azqi2 + a,#,, and comparison of the last three columns of 
the above table gives, by inspection, 
a, = a, = 3, u3= 1. 
But 3.1 + 3.8671 t 57477 = 83493 # 196883. In fact, the difference 
196883 - 83493 is 113390 = 17.23.29.10 (10, not 0). 
So there remains the case S E Fi4, M # 1. Comparison of Table I with the 
fact that C,,(x,) has order 3.29 forces M= (u) to be of order 3. The reason 
M is forced to have odd order is that it is well known that /El < 224 for 
every elementary Abelian 2-subgroup E of F, , whereas the table reveals that 
2 is a primitive root mod 29. So u has order 3 and from the structure of 
centralizers of elements of order 3 in F, , we get that u is of Fischer type. Let 
C” = class of x4 . u, C’=class of x2.uP1. We have (x~,x~u~‘,x~.u)E 
TABLE II 
I 17 23 29 
0, 1 1 1 1 
8671 1 0 0 
57477 0 0 -1 
X 196883 6 3 2 
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A (C, , C’, C”). From Hunt’s calculations, we learn that C’ = Thompson 
elements of order 3. Since every element of F, of order 3 is real, it follows 
that the elementary Abelian subgroup (x2, u) of order 32 has at least 2 
Suzuki elements, 2 Fischer elements, 2 Thompson elements. According to 
Norton, there are no such subgroups in F,. More precisely, it can be shown 
that if X is any non cyclic subgroup of F, of order 32, then the number of 
Thompson elements in X is either 0 or 6. 
As for V, W, LX?, it is known that every automorphism of F, is inner, 
which forces & = Inn F, , W = V. The character table for F, carries with it 
the information about V, and gives it as indicated in Section 0. 
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